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ABSTRACT
In the paper the original author’s concept of train integrity control with the use of signals obtained from satellite
systems is presented. The proper identification of train integrity is relevant from the railway transport safety point
of view. Nowadays track clear detection systems in the form of axle’s counters do not provide sufficient guarantees
of fully correct identification of the train integrity on the rail route. Thus, it seems appropriate to use the available,
external systems to additional control of the train integrity. Such possibilities are provided among others by satellite
systems. These systems are increasingly used for railway tasks. Therefore, the concept of such a system, the algorithm
of operation and the possibility of applying the Kalman filter to estimate the measurement results and increase the
accuracy is presented in the paper.

KEYWORDS: GNSS, train integrity control, safety

1. Introduction
One of the basic priorities to be implemented in railway transport
is to ensure a high level of safety [3, 6, 14, 18]. They are achieved,
among others, through continuous improvement of technical systems
supported by modern information technologies [11, 12, 14] ] as well
as increasing requirements in relation to the human factor [13]. This
area includes issues related to the train integrity control, which are
important for the safety of passengers and transported goods [5].
History shows [1, 4, 8], that in the past years there have been railway
incidents and accidents during which the train separation occurred.
In Poland the most tragic was the rail crash, which took place on 27
August 1973 at about 2:42 a. m. on the Kielce - Kozłów section of line
no. 8 near Radkowice, in which 14 people died and 24 were wounded
(Fig. 1).
The cause of this crash was the invasion of the train from
Zakopane to Warszawa Wschodnia, driving at a speed of 90km/h
on 20 freight wagons that separated themselves from the train
going from Jaworzno-Szczakowa towards Skarżysko-Kamienna
and remained on the route of the passenger train.
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Fig. 1. The train crash near Radkowice on 27th August 1973 [1]

In the described example the train separation occurrence was
mentioned. This is a phenomenon that can occur at any time when
the train moves along the railway route. The reason for the train
separation may be, inter alia, sudden braking and acceleration of
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train (especially freight train), structural defects of wagons, as well
as train formation not in accordance with the instruction [15].

2. The essence of the train
integrity control method
The method of train integrity control presented in the paper
consists in real-time analysis of satellite signals coming from two
navigation receivers [2, 7, 6]. One of them is placed at the front
and the other at the end of the train (Fig. 2).

(b). The determined distance between GNSS receivers should not
exceed the sum of the original distance between them (d) and the
assumed maximum positioning error (b).
In Fig. 4 the moment of the train separation was presented. The
task of the proposed system is to generate an alarm signal at the
time when distance between GNSS receivers exceeds maximum
positioning error (b), which is equivalent to stating the lack of
train integrity.

Fig. 4. The moment in which the train separation was detected
[own study]

Fig. 2. Determining the train length based on GNSS signals [7]

Signals from the navigation system receivers are transmitted
(e.g. using the Wireless LAN) to the processing and logging device
(located in the train driver’s cab), which determines the current
positions of the receivers. The train driver has the possibility to
check the train integrity in real-time on the basis of information
displayed on the screen. In addition, data from the processing and
logging device could be transmitted to the external systems using
available transmission media, e.g. to railway operation control
centre using GSM-R. The structure of the train integrity control
system is shown in Fig. 3.

The concept takes into account the case in which distance
between GNSS receivers (d) may be reduced while a very long train
is running on the track in curve. In such case system does not warn
about lack of train integrity.
An important aspect that has been pointed out is the analysis of
positioning errors and the use of the Kalman filter for the estimation
of measurement results [9]. This approach allows to improve the
accuracy of positioning GNSS receivers placed at the front and end
of the train, which is the basis of the above mentioned method.
In order to check the method thoroughly, the train integrity
control algorithm was analysed (Fig. 5) as well as simulation studies
and field tests were carried out.

Fig. 3. Structure of the train integrity control system [own study]

On the basis of the determined positions of the receivers, a distance
between them (d) is calculated. It is assumed that this distance is
constant both during train running and at standstill. Determining
the distance between GNSS receivers is subject to an error related
to inaccuracy of positioning this receivers. Conducted simulation
and field tests allowed to determine the maximum value of GNSS
receivers positioning error, which in Fig. 3 was marked with the letter

4

Fig. 5. Train integrity control algorithm [own study]
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The above mentioned activities confirmed the effectiveness
of proposed approach. The results of these analyses are presented
later in the paper.

2.1 Train integrity control algorithm
After the system is started up, the devices are initialized and
the GNSS receivers on the front and at the end of the train are
pre-configured. The maximum positioning error of the receivers δ
as well as the distance d1 between GNSS receivers are entered into
the system. Then the initial values of variables k, i, t1 and t2 are set.
In the next step, the number of visible satellites for both GNSS
receivers is checked. If this number is greater than the assumed
minimum (MIN) then the positions of GNSS receivers are
determined (using Kalman filter). On the basis of the designated
positions of the GNSS receivers, the distance d2 between them
is determined, which is compared with the value d1 entered during
the process of initialization.
If the distance difference d2-d1>δ, then the timer, which allows
checked mentioned above difference n times for a set period of
time tc is turned on. If after n subsequent checks the expression d2d1>δ is still true, then in the driver’s cab an alarm, informing about
the lack of train integrity is generated. Lack of acknowledgement
of exceeds maximum positioning error then the initial settings of
the variables are restored and the timer is reset.
The algorithm’s authors predicted a case in which, while checking
the number of visible satellites this number is less than minimal (in
field test 4 was assumed). Then the second timer is started. If during
the time ts (counted from the moment when the timer was started)
the system determine (m times) that the number of available satellites
is less than minimal, an appropriate information on the monitor in
the train driver’s cab is displayed. Then it is possible to restart the
system or to disable the GNSS based additional train integrity control
in case of permanent error. In this case, train’s systems work taking
into account other available methods of train integrity control.

Fig. 6. A train in the local coordinate system O’X’Y’Z’ in reference to
global coordinate system OXYZ [own study]

During running, the train changes its position from its initial
position in reference to the origin of the global coordinate system.
Moving along the track, the train may tilt to the left or right (e.g.
when driving on the curve track), it can move on slopes causing a
change in the angle of the train in relation to the Earth as well as it
can change its direction by turning left or right. This is the result of
the train’s rotation around the vertical axis Z by angle φ, horizontal
axis X by angle θ and horizontal axis Y by angle ψ. The graphical
interpretation of the train in the local coordinate system with the
above-mentioned angles, is shown in Fig. 7, and the interpretation
of the angle ψ is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Train in the coordinate system related to the object (BF)
[own study]

2.2 System model
The analysis of the mathematical model describing the train
integrity control algorithm requires the definition of the train
in selected coordinate systems. In the proposed train integrity
control method, a system model will be built using Kalman filter.
A movable object such as train is defined in the local coordinate
system O’X’Y’Z’ (LLF), in relation to the global coordinate system
OXYZ. The coordinate system associated with the Earth (ECEF)
has been adopted as a global coordinate system. For the train
defined in a local coordinate system, it is assumed that the origin
of the coordinate system is at the centre of gravity of the train.
Train movement also causes movement of the local coordinate
system, while the global coordinate system is stationary.
The direction of the train movement (forward-backward) is
determined by the OX’ axis, while turning the train (left - right) is
determined by the OY’ axis. Changing the vertical position of the
train (when the train is running up or down) is determined by the
OZ’ axis. The train in the described coordinate systems is shown
in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 8. Graphic representation of the angle ψ (rotation around the Y
axis) [own study]

The angle φ (rotation about the Z axis) is related to the lateral
movement of the train, which occurs during the train running on
the track curve. The graphic interpretation of the rotation angle φ
is shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Graphic representation of the angle φ (rotation around the Z
axis) [own study]

priori values are determined, i.e. the estimated value of the state
vector and its covariations. In the second stage - correction - the
observation data are updated to improve the determined state
vector. At this stage, a posteriori values are determined, i.e. the
value of the state vector and its covariations.
The presented model of the system leads to the design of the
Kalman’s filter algorithm to the determine of the train position.

The angle θ (rotation around the X axis) is the angle at which the
train tilts sideways while running (when compared to the balance
position). The interpretation of angle θ is shown in Fig. 10. All these
determinants force the train to be placed in the local coordinate
system (base frame, BF), which is related to train.

Fig. 10. Graphic representation of the angle θ [own study]

Placing the train in selected coordinate systems and analysing the
state vector errors, as well as selecting the appropriate GNSS receiver
for the train integrity control method chosen by the authors, allows to
choose the appropriate mathematical model built on the basis of the
Kalman filter.
The Kalman filter is used for dynamic systems discrete in the
time domain. The state of the system is represented by a state vector,
which is determined at each step by a linear operator, taking into
account the noise associated with imprecise object observations and
modelling errors.
The model of the system based on the Kalman filter was presented
in Fig. 11. The system is based on the analysis of the process model
and measurement system [5, 17]. Process modelling consists in
determining the state vector xk (1) at moment k on the basis of the
state vector xk-1 at the moment k-1 [10, 17].

xk

)xk 1  Buk 1  wk 1

(1)

Modelling the measurement at k is based on the determination
of zk – observation of the real state vector xk (2) [17].

zk

Hxk  Kk

(2)

Kalman filter is a recursive filter. The advantage of this type of
filtration is that the estimation of the state at a given time requires
only the knowledge of the previous state and the observation
vector. Kalman’s filtration is divided into two stages of prediction
and correction, which interact with each other. In the first stage
- prediction (based on the state vector from the previous step), a

6

Fig. 11. Model of the system based on Kalman filter [own study]

3. System response to the train
separation occurrence
The system response time to the train separation occurrence is
inversely proportional to the speed of the train (3).

t

b
v

(3)

Let’s assume that the train will move at speeds ranging from Vmin
to Vmax. The response time of the system will be the lowest if the train
is moving at maximum speed. Similarly, the response time of the
system will be highest if the train is moving at minimum speed. The
method of determining the minimum and maximum response time
for the above speed range is presented in equations (4).
b
b
tmax
(4)
vmax ,
vmin
If the train will run at low speed, then the response time is less
important because the lower the speed, the shorter the braking
tmin
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distance of the train. The system response time dependence in
function of train speed is shown in Fig. 12, assuming that the
maximum positioning error of the GNSS receivers is 26 m.
The graph shows that the system’s response time (from the
moment of the train separation to the moment when the system
is triggered) is lower the higher the speed of the train is. It can be
noticed that at speed above 95km/h, the system’s response time
is less than 1 second. The risk of unplanned train separation is
the higher when the higher the speed of the train is, and then the
system will respond more quickly, which is a desirable.
For the purpose of the field test it was assumed that the
distance between the receivers placed on the front and the end of
the train will be determined with an accuracy of 26m (resulting
from the positioning accuracy of the GNSS receivers).
Train running on the track in curve will reduce the distance
(d) between the GNSS receivers (Fig. 13).

length is possible and the train’s length change can even exceed
maximum acceptable error value (b). However, reducing the
distance between GNSS receivers does not have a negative impact
on the system operation, as in practice it usually does not mean
the train separation.
In an extreme case, a very long train set, e.g. a freight train
over 300 meters long, can move on a curve with a radius of 150 m
(based on [16] the minimum radius of the curves in the mountain
area of local importance is 200m, and in the siding tracks, where
the shunting of coupled wagons is carried out by locomotive
belonging to owner’s, manager’s or operator’s of the siding track,
manually or by pullers, it is possible to use curves with a radius
greater than or equal to 150m) – Fig. 14.

Fig. 14. Running a long train in a curve equal to half a circle
[own study]

Fig. 12. The system response time dependence in function of train
speed [own study]

In this case, the distances between the GNSS receivers placed at
the front and the end of the train will be 300m. These distances are
smaller than the length of the train and similarly to the previous
example will not have a negative impact on the operation of the
system, because they do not indicate the train separation.
When considering trains composed of a small number of wagons
(e.g. 2 or 3 wagons and an locomotive), the distance between the
GNSS receivers will be about 75m-100m. This means that the assumed
maximum positioning error of 26m will not negatively affect the
operation of a system if train set contains a small number of wagons.

4. Conclusion
Fig. 13. Train running on the track in curve [own study]

The distance (d) between the GNSS receivers located on the
front and the end of the train while the train is running on the track
in a curve of radius R is given by the formula (5).
d

R 2 1  cos D

(5)

In this case, the length of the train l is defined by formula (6).

l

D
360q

 2S R

(6)

On the basis of the analysis presented in this article, it can be
said that it is possible to use satellite technology to additional control
the train integrity. Of course, according to the authors opinion, this
method can only complement the existing methods of train integrity
control. Of course, according to the authors opinion, this method
can only complement the existing methods of train integrity control.
The proposed method does not interfere with the existing railway
infrastructure. Equipping trains with such a system entails low costs
(costs of installing GNSS receivers and software), which increases the
advantages of the proposed method. Due to the existing applications
of satellite techniques in railway tasks, the method presented in the
article becomes another application element.

The above dependences indicate that a situation where the
distance between GNSS receivers will be smaller than the train’s
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ABSTRACT
In the paper, 5G communication technologies implemented for Intelligent Transport Systems are discussed. Firstly,
the essence of the 5G system concept is presented, and the problem of network functions virtualization (NFV) is
analyzed. Moreover, the principle of virtualization is explained. Secondly, the analysis of network slicing is performed,
from the point of view of transport systems implementation in the future 5G networks. The important part is the
analysis of architecture proposals for the 5G communications system, implemented as ITS, for various scenarios of
its work. The aim of this paper is the study on practice architecture of the 5G communication network for the ITS
system, introduced as physical radio-informatics system implementation.

KEYWORDS: 5G, network slicing, ITS, 5G architecture

1. Introduction
Evolutional development of cellular radio communication
networks is coming to the implementation of 5G networks allowing
very large transmission rates, up to 1 Gbps, low latency, high
reliability and service quality observed from user experience (QoE
– Quality of Experience). A major target of their implementation
is the revolution in the whole philosophy of network functionality,
taking into account advanced Software Defined Networking (SDN),
global expansion of the machine-type communications M2M
(Machine-to-Machine) and the Internet of Things (IoT) era [1].
The 5G system is proposed for the improvement of new types
of services dedicated to different solutions and applications.
It allows global extension of transport services for Intelligent
Transportation Systems, also dynamically developing in Poland [2].
From this point of view very important is the evolution process of
Smart City applications directly connected to transport solutions,
and development of road and traffic control systems, as well as
the deployment of global systems for vehicle communications:

Volume 12 • Issue 1 • February 2019

V2V (Vehicle-to-Vehicle), V2I (Vehicle-to-Infrastructure) and V2X
(Vehicle-to-Everything). A major result of vehicle control systems
development can be a global implementation of autonomous driving
for cars/vehicles, and systems for traffic safety improvement [3].
These systems will completely revolutionize the way vehicles move
on the road, change traffic rules, and improve safety.
The realization of 5G system objectives needs the implementation
of short-range access points, some small-cells, and Ultra Dense
Networks (UDN) [1], which should be implemented using the
heterogeneous concept of the network constructed from different
radio interfaces. It is not the only one direction of 5G network
development. Equally important is the development of network
techniques regarding software and its virtualization. It means that
many hardware functions of modern networks can be realized in the
software domain, and the scale of it can be unprecedented in radio
communications. The virtualization is a great technological challenge
and changes the “philosophy” of both network implementation and
functionality.
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2. Properties of radioinformatics 5G systems
2.1 The definition of the 5G radio
communications system
The 5G system should be defined taking into account its properties
and overall philosophy of its work, including the revolutionary
concept of network construction, network functions as well as major
principles.
The 5G radio communications system is a global wireless access
system or the set of systems, combining mechanisms, techniques,
algorithms, and applications (IT and radio-communication), and
thus, built in the radio-informatics techniques. It enables the transfer
of data between persons, persons and devices, as well as devices
themselves, without human intervention. It includes communication
within the global IoT, and common communication between vehicles
(V2V, V2I, V2X), as well as in-car solutions (Car-to-X), especially for
the applications in the field of traffic safety, management, and control.
The system can work with very high transmission rates, high stability
and reliability of connections and achieved rates, as well as with very
low latency and energy consumption, while the system provides
services for handling a huge number of terminals supported per unit
area.
The 5G system operates in such a way that the data transmission
can be carried out without any hindrances in quasi-real time, using
physical and virtual core network, physical and virtual radio access
network, virtual software-logical network layers (called network
slices), physical and virtual network resources and functions for
their management and other network functions, fully or partially
implemented in the computing cloud, as well as using the softwareimplemented network hardware functions or communication nodes
on a large scale.
Objectives of 5G systems mean that it is necessary to correct the
general definition of a communications system, especially for radio
case. The communications system is a set of principles and rules
of cooperation and information exchange between physical devices
and their software equivalents (software), including virtual ones,
that explicitly define both the functions of these devices and software
as well as their relationships. The radio communications system is
a communications system that allows radio (wireless) transmission
of information. The network is a physical implementation of the
system. Within the physical network, we can use virtual equivalents
of devices, and there may also be implemented virtual-logical
network slices. Note, that in this form the 5G radio communication
system should be rather seen as the radio-informatics one. It is
extremely important and fully justified for this notion to come into
public use.
At this moment, the results of standardization show that the
5G network architecture will not significantly differ from the LTE
architecture [4, 5]. Moreover, during the implementation and
dissemination of the network, these architectures will become a de
facto unity, because they will complement and integrate each other.
Major parts of the 5G network are as follows:
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• NG RAN (New Generation Radio Access Network), and UE
(User Equipment).
• 5GC (5 Generation Core), which is the modern core network,
at the initial stage fully integrated with Evolved Packet Core
(EPC) of LTE.

2.2 The virtualization and softwarization
concept
A key to the development of the 5G network is a softwarization
[6]. In general, the softwarization is a replacing the mechanisms
previously implemented with the use of physical devices (hardware),
by software, which may be available in various places (distributed
system) but not in a specific location, like a device. In this sense,
the functions of devices can also be replaced by the software.
The first stage of softwarization was the development of Software
Defined Radio (SDR) which is typically used for implementation of
modern wireless devices. The SDR implemented as software using
a single physical device can be expanded, changed, reconfigured,
and its actual limitation is the scope of technical capabilities of the
physically used electronic device, which is a platform for software.
The platform is in fact only a tool for sending/receiving packets and
radio communications signals.
In the 5G network, the softwarization applies not only the SDR
but overall network concepts. Thus, we can talk about Software
Defined Network (SDN) [6]. In principle, through a simple analogy,
we can say that the SDN network architecture has been reduced in
such a way that from physical network devices (network nodes) we
separate everything that determines their functions, management
and control of these devices, and resources of a network and
devices. So, extract as many elements as possible that provide
technical capabilities of devices and leave them only functions
related to receiving/sending data packets to other devices in the
network. However, all of the separated functions can be software
implemented in a completely different physical place – in a network
cloud [6, 7]. Such mechanisms, therefore, lead to the automation
of the network, by enabling the software implementation,
management, configuration, reconfiguration, and maintenance of
network equipment.
The virtualization has a wider significance than the softwarization
[8]. The network virtualization has much to do with creating a certain
illusion of the existence of a physical telecommunications network
because it allows the construction of multiple virtual logical networks
(or rather sub-networks) within a single physical network. Thus,
such behavior creates a kind of an illusion of the existence of many
networks, although there is only one physical network, and its virtual
components use only its physical resources jointly and in parallel.
Therefore, the concept of network virtualization usually means the
simultaneous implementation of complex network functions in
the software form, and thus the replacement of network functions
by software, using mechanisms of imitating devices and network
functions through this software. Individual elements of virtual
network architecture are based on various virtualization techniques. It
enables the virtualization of various network functions as well as entire
groups of these functions traditionally provided by network nodes.
These functions can be combined into certain integral functional
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groups implemented in the form of software, which allows sending
information between these functional groups. Usually, such a process
is called Network Function Virtualization (NFV). The softwarization
is not the same as virtualization. The softwarization do not need the
virtualization, but the virtualization needs the softwarization.
The virtualization of 5G network concerns both the software
as well as the way of network functioning. So, the notion “virtual”
means:
• Software-defined and implemented, and the software replaces
and imitates devices and network functions to the extent that
they become virtual.
• Implemented as parallel processes, and therefore also in
parallel processed programs (applications), which allows
creating logical equivalents of different networks within one
set of devices forming a physical network.
• Using resources, but only if they are physically used, e.g.:
network resources, radio resources, physical resources, energy
resources.
•
The virtualization in 5G means, therefore, that there are parts
of a network or their functions in the sphere of software (and
not physical devices) and that they are activated on demand,
only when the need arises. The implementation of such a defined
radio communications network is undoubtedly tantamount to
the development of the radio-informatics, but not only the radio
communications.
Summarizing, the most distinctive features of the 5G system are:
• Virtualization – concerning many areas and functions of the
network, as NFV.
• Softwarization – the software definition and implementation
of the SDN network.
• Network slicing – the implementation of logical sub-networks
(slices) within a single physical network.
• Cloud-RAN (Cloud-Radio Access Network) – the gradual
transfer of many functions from RAN to the cloud, and
centralized resource management.
• Core network in the Cloud – the implementation of core
network functions in the cloud in a distributed way.
All of the set of listed solutions must be supervised not only
by network management mechanisms but also using so-called
orchestration. It is a mechanism for managing communications
network and softwarized network functions, providing optimization of
processes, applications delivery, and services, using a set of automated
rules, methods and algorithms for configuration, coordination and
management of physical and logical (softwarized and virtualized) parts
of a network (computer, radio-informatics, radio-communication).
The orchestration enables network and software parts interoperability
to exchange control information, transfer user information, provide
communications services, and set up physical and logical connections.
The orchestration is a slightly higher dimension of the network
management intelligence, taking into account not only constantly
changing parameters and conditions of working network and
implementation of connections, but also parameters and conditions
affecting applications, entire service groups, and virtualized services.
It allows optimizing the use of resources and network parts.
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On the other hand, network virtualization is implemented in
its various areas and concerns both networking and service aspects
[8-10]. In 5G virtualization will be implemented through
the division of network resources into logical subnets, i.e., certain
software-network type slices, which allows support for many virtual
networks operating in the infrastructure of one physical network.
All slices use the same infrastructure but can function (but do not
have to) completely in separation from each other. With each created
slice, the implementation of services with similar characteristics
(groups of services – GOS) is associated, which enables optimization
of the network for the entire service set. Creation of virtual slices is,
therefore, a specific way of virtualization, consisting in the launch
of multiple logical networks within one physical infrastructure.
The main advantage is the ability to create virtual networks at
the level of the end-to-end (E2E) application layer, in which not
only networking functions but also computing and data storage
are implemented. The aim is to provide the operators of cellular
networks with the possibility of allocating at the application level
certain areas of network resources for different users – the so-called
tenants or virtual operators, for the multiplication of single network
infrastructure.

3. The essence of virtualized
network slicing
3.1 Network slicing concept
Network slicing is the new era in both 5G and ITS. In 5G RAN
the division onto network slices is closely related to the way of
providing communication services [9, 10]. By this, virtual operators
can create unique services for different applications: enhanced
Mobile Broadband Services (eMBB), massive – Machine-Type
Communications services (mMTC), Ultra Reliable Low Latency
Communications URRLC, and others. For each listed GOS, we can
use a different set of network slices within the 5G network, as shown
in Fig. 1. eMBB services are correlated as classical services provided
by today’s networks where the number of QoS requirements are
specified. This set includes phone calls, internet, multimedia
communications, etc. mMTC is the group of IoT services related
to slow data transmission rate (at this moment), but requiring the
service of a large set of devices (the M2M transmission).

Fig. 1. Network slicing – virtual E2E slices tailored to application
requirements [own study]
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URLLC is the set of services of very low latency (eventually,
< 1ms) related to control of devices and machines and other
mission-critical services.
Each of these sets can be used as transport telematics applications
of different requirements. For instance, V2X communications are
strongly related to URLLC. It includes services supporting road
traffic safety of critical importance, including communication and
autonomous driving of vehicles. On the other hand, traffic control
systems can be allocated in mMTC. However, some smart-city
services can be allocated both in eMBB and mMTC, dependent on
service requirements.
The network slice is a logical-virtual subnet of the real physical
network, dedicated to the provision of services within one of GOS
available in the network. A slice is a unit of programmable network
resources, made available as a network service and allowing virtual
use of physical network resources (networking functions), but also
computing functions of this network, as well as functions related
to saving and storing information in the computing cloud (storage
functions). Logical slices include all required network resources
that are cumulatively configured, which can be physical, virtual,
dedicated or shared, and can be created, changed and deleted
using orchestration and management functions. Resources in
a given slice can be isolated from other slices, as well as shared
in whole and part. Within slices, the services of many suppliers
can be integrated, and also resources aggregation and roaming
are possible. Also, it is possible to provide virtual operators with
certain management functions and resource management within
the slice.
The use of network slices in the physical network means the
reduction of network exploitation and construction costs and,
moreover, optimization of the physical resource management in a
mobile network, and especially in ITS solutions. It also reduces energy
consumption. However, a major important, from transport systems
development, is a great possibility of the optimization of resource use
and services quality control, due to the possible isolated configuration
of different GOSs. The revolution is the possibility of entire GOS
optimization and control of connections within a group, but not the
separated optimization of all connections and services performed. It
is important for the development of advanced and extensive ITS.
In traditional models for services management, QoS quality
indicators analyzed for each connection are typically taken into
account. These are indicators defining the target parameters of
each service of any type, and they are taken into account during
the physical time-frequency resource allocation process for
each connection. In general, the model of service realization is then
based on selection network parameters (resources, transmission
rate, latency, SINR, BER, etc.) using QoS sets for each service type
and each connection.
In the case of the virtual-sliced network, the model of service
realization can be based on optimization of all connections within
a slice, based on analysis of an entire GOS of similar type, what
we can see in Fig. 2. In this model, network resource management
refers totally or partially to the entire GOS. Therefore, it is not based
only on QoS itself but is related to the parallel implementation of
services from the group of similar type, i.e., services with the same
or similar characteristics defined by QoS. It gives completely new
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possibilities in the area of applied physical resource management
methods in the 5G network. It enables creating physical network
management mechanisms specialized for a given service, and
optimization of radio communication traffic, and also optimization
of RAN itself and many others.

Fig. 2. Model for services implementation using GOSs in the sliced
network [own study]

4. Revolutionary benefits from
ITS implementation in the
virtualized 5G network and
ITS applications
4.1 Properties of 5G network important for
ITS implementation
One can see that a key to the development of the 5G network is
a softwarization and virtualization of network functions. In general,
from ITS implementation within 5G virtualized networks, we can
highlight the major benefits presented below.
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): ITS operators can use physical
networks and implement their virtual E2E slices. It provides the ITS
operator (provider) with the entire IT and physical infrastructures,
such as virtualized equipment and nodes, scaled according to the
ITS operator’s needs, using cloud computing.
Simple implementation and development of ITS functions in 5G
networks: ITS functions can be implemented, modified, configured,
and optimized by virtual ITS operator, but not only the operator
of a mobile network. It reduces costs, time for implementation and
reconfiguration, and gives great freedom of action.
The low latency of transmitted, stored and computed information:
Services will be implemented as E2E services, as well as connections
will be defined and established as E2E, independently on the type
of intermediary networks and interfaces used for the connection
(wireless and stationary).
The modern concept of services, their implementation, and
sharing as well as service providing: Services can be dedicated
directly to ITS communication, and only for ITS. Additionally, virtual
ITS operators can create a set of services of similar characteristics,
QoS and QoE, including priority, resource management, quality
management and reliability of service.
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Greater impact for resource allocation for a network slice dedicated
to ITS: The virtual ITS operator will influence resource allocation
dependent on actual service necessity, general requirements for ITS
services, minimum needs, etc., including multimodal transport
systems requirements.
Guaranteed real-time connections for vehicles control and
autonomous driving: A key role for real-time applications, meeting
critical requirements regarding service reliability and low delays,
depend on two major factors. First, it is a group of different quality
indicators, as short transmission time, short wireless transmission
distance, not limited transmission rate (from real requirements
for a service), short network ping, etc. Second, it is virtualization
and softwarization of slow hardware nodes and replacing the
hardware with fast software working in a cloud environment. The
second one is, in general, the condition of efficient network slices
implementation and providing E2E services without unnecessary
delays of connections execution.
Short distance, from served vehicles or other devices to a central
part of ITS management system using cloud computation: The
result of implementation of this network model means low latency
for a service establishment and realization, as well as handover
procedures, important for different functions of ITS, as, e.g., realtime connections, critical infrastructure, and systems, rescue services,
medical assistance, emergency systems for cars and vehicles, etc.
Scalable and flexible infrastructure and network architecture:
The infrastructure should not be limited for ITS expansion and
evolution, concepts development, evolution and integration, new
models and types of service and applications.
Simple ITS management procedures and low cost of
implementation and exploitation: ITS operators who migrate to
a virtualized network model in 5G infrastructure can worry only
for sufficient resources allocation, but do not worry for network
exploitation problems, wasted costs of its implementation, and
physical network management or maintenance problems.
Flexible implementation of slices dedicated to different ITS
applications: We can use many slices for different transport solutions,
taking into account requirements and service-specific optimization of
a given network slice.
Higher security of communication, safety network, and services:
Virtualized operators have an influence on security requirements,
authentication, and levels of cryptographic security, which can be
configured dependently on needs, and, partially, independently on
mobile network operators.
Solutions open for additional services: We can simply provide
additional services, not directly related to ITS services, e.g., providing
internet access within trains, buses, etc., subject to requirements and
regulations.
Big data analysis services possible in road transport: Possible the
analysis of traffic, routes, service requirements, market analyses, etc.
The presented set of potential benefits for the implementation
of ITS systems and services within the virtual 5G network can be
revolutionary from many solutions. It will result in a rapid demise of
new services, above all, connected with the global communication
between machines and vehicles without direct human participation.
It will be the era of a global revolution in the telematics of different
transport systems.
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4.2 Revolutionary ITS applications within the
5G network
We can exclude six major ways to the development of ITS:
• Global intelligent vehicle coordination and control systems
based on V2X communication for Smart City applications,
smart roads (highways, expressways).
• Autonomous Driving applications.
• Emergency Services expansion for different road safety
systems, especially car-crash management and notification
systems and solutions based on BAN (Body Area Networks)
[11] and other emergency systems.
• Smart City applications for ITS, transport control, traffic
control, charging road tolls, electronic road signs control,
traffic and road statements, road warnings, etc.
• Intelligent systems and applications for drone communications,
e.g., for traffic safety solutions of a new generation: new concepts
of rescue operation methodology, fast transport of tools,
medical supplies and rescuers, air ambulance, etc. (helicopters
– a small number, very expensive, but drones – large number
and relatively low cost).
• Software-defined applications and systems mean simple
evolution of ITS systems and applications as well as the simple
implementation of modern sensor-based solutions and other
not-known ideas for intelligent transportation.
• Future-Proof Infrastructure: 5G network infrastructure also
promises to allow us a much easier time when it comes to
upgrading ITS technologies in the future, compared to previous
generations of cellular networks.

5. The general 5G architectures
for ITS implementation
5.1 General architecture concept
The architecture of the 5G network will be fully integrated with
LTE [4, 5]. At the first stage, the 5GC will not be implemented. The
role of the core network will be realized by EPC only. However,
the target is the development of 5GC which will coordinate both
LTE RANs dedicated to service of connections in macro-cells and
microcells, as well as NG RANs of 5G, used to service of connections
in small cells. It means that the LTE will be an integral part of 5G. A
key to the release of some of the network management mechanisms,
impossible to implement so far, requires separation of functions
related to network control in CP (control plane) from UP (user
plane) functions related to the transmission of individual network
users data. The CP can be controlled by EPC, and ultimately by 5GC
in macrocells. While UP will be supervised by 5GC in small or EPC
in large cells. Ultimately, its control will be managed by a common
5GC.
One can see that the separation of UP from CP is to simplify
the control of each connection, simplifying control within GOS
in the logical sliced network, reducing the amount of control data,
providing transferring control data with another QoS requirements
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than user data. It is very important to ensure the ability to control
user terminals from the macrocell level (full and stable coverage,
combined control, providing better conditions for handover due to
large macrocell size). On the other hand, the transmission of user
data can take place over short distances in small cells (and therefore
with a high rate, excellent transmission quality, low latency, etc.).
Everything indicates that the 5G NR air interface can be similar
to LTE [12] and is OFDMA-based (Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiple Access). It is a scalable and flexible solution from the
perspective of the allocation of physical resources (see [13]). Also,
compatibility with LTE is the reason to develop a similar solution.
Base stations of 5G consist of two major parts. It can be Base
Band Units (BBUs), and Remote Radio Units (RRU) sometimes
called Remote Radio Heads (RRH). Radio communication signals
will be received (or transmitted) by RRUs, and then they will be
transmitted (or received) to BBUs, using, typically, fiber optic
connections (fronthaul). Next, signals will be forwarded to 5GC via
a backhaul interface (also fiber optic). In the first phase, 5GC will be
able to be implemented in a cloud, but in the next, BBUs will be able
to be implemented in the cloud, too. Thus, the first core network
will be created in the cloud (it is already partially implemented in
this way), and then the access network will become a Cloud-RAN
[14] network (also called C-RAN or Centralized-RAN).
The use of cloud computing to implement various RAN functions
has potentially many benefits, including:
• The ability to reduce access network complexity by moving
BBUs to 5GC, which opens up new possibilities in the field
of network resources management, will reduce delays and
simplify the construction of the entire network.
• Faster access from gNB to the virtual core connected to RAN
is possible because it can be implemented anywhere, within a
short distance from gNB.
• The physical parts of the core and RAN can be easily destroyed,
blocked by attacks on the network, while the virtual elements
of 5GC and C-RAN can be attacked on the network, but if
blocked, their virtual counterpart can be run elsewhere, which
is crucial for security evolution in a network.
• Data processing in the cloud is generally faster than local
processing. The real issue is the separation of virtual network
slices for needs of GOS, configurable depending on the needs,
easily adaptable, quickly created and reconfigurable.
• Less energy consumption due to the possible optimization of
network traffic.
• Lower costs of building and extending the network and its
maintenance.
On the other hand, the transfer of 5GC to the cloud enables
aggregation of traffic in the appropriate transport network aggregation
nodes, thanks to which they can be virtualized, can change over time,
and their location does not have to be clearly defined physically
and can be changed. Likewise, the transfer of RAN functions to
aggregation nodes enables the combined processing of signals from
many small cells at the central node of the entire macrocell in the
cloud. The communication network constructed in this way can
act as a complex cluster with central processing of macrocellular
signals and support many gNBs, access points, relay nodes, and
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others, as well as support terminal connections with a huge density
of distribution on the surface. Also, access points and other nodes
may be directly connected to 5GC or wirelessly to other nodes
connecting to 5GC, and signal processing may in principle be sent
from access nodes to the cloud network.

5.2 5G network architecture and major
network functions
The general architecture of the 5G network is shown in Fig. 3.
MME server (Mobile Management Entity) – in general, has
similar functions as in LTE, but extended by functions related to
network slicing support. Functions of this server include [4, 5]:
• Access and Mobility Management Function (AMF) –
network access management, resource management, mobility
management, physical resource allocation, access authorization,
and localization functions management.
• Unstructured Data Storage Function (UDSF) – storage,
computing and charging data from different network functions.
• Network Exposure Function (NEF) – service of a set of
available events and possibilities for various network functions,
secure transfer of information from external applications
to the 5G network, as well as for translating (in the IT sense)
information between external networks and internal networks
(i.e. 5GC), and thus supports the 5G network contact with
external networks.
• Network Repository Function (NRF) – support of NEF
functions and storage of identification information of different
network functions (5G and other networks).
• Network Slice Selection Function (NSSF) – control of network
slicing and valid transfer of data to a given slice.
• Session Management Function (SMF) – includes activities related
to session assembly, release and management, management of IP
address allocation for the user equipment, support for DHCPv4
server functions and DCHPv6 (server/client) and others; this
function is also implemented by SGW-CP and PGW-CP gates.
• Application Function (AF) – supports interactions between
core networks related to the implementation of various
applications.
• Network Data Analytics Function (NWDAF) – the function
manager by an operator for network data analysis related to
slices service, and resource allocation and management for a
given slice.

Fig. 3. The general 5G network architecture [own study]

HSS server with databases (Home Subscription Server) – in
general, has similar functions as in LTE but expanded. The functions
of HSS are as follows [4, 5]:
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• Authentication Server Function (AUSF) – user authentication.
• Unified Data Management (UDM) – subscription user data
management, access authorization, and SMS management.
• Unified Data Repository (UDR) – management of subscription
data for UDM.
• 5G-Equipment Identity Register (5G-EIR) – management of
the database of user equipment (optional).
PCRF server (Policy and Charging Rules Function) – in general,
has similar functions as in LTE – management of services charging.
SGW and PGW servers (Serving Gateway, Packet Data Network
Gateway) – they are, as in LTE, the gateways for user data transit
functions. However, in 5G the UP and CP functions are separated.
Thus, SGW CP and PGW CP use Control Plane Function [5], for
control of all connections in a network. While SGW UP and PGW
UP are specified for user data transmission using User Plane Function
(UPF) [5], which supports user data transmission, terminal mobility,
traffic control, routing, QoS management, etc.

5.3 5G ITS architecture scenario for Smart City
transport management
The architecture of ITS in Smart City should take into account
benefits resulting from the development of the 5G network. It is
presented in Fig. 4. As we can see in Fig. 4a, the ITS configures sets of
applications defined for GOS, which are orchestrated by Orchestration
Controller. At this moment there are defined logical network
slices and their QoS/QoE requirements. As mentioned before an
orchestrator plays a major role in both network management as well as
ITS [15]. Efficient work of the orchestrator needs to take into account
information from radio access, slices and resource management
controller, managing the functions of C-RAN. On the other hand, we
need to use the ITS functions controller for all transport functions
as well as traffic management and aggregation. It is rather dedicated
to functions of the 5GC network and ITS-dedicated networks both
metropolitan as well as the national backbone.

Overall ITS traffic is transferred from gNBs (RRU and BBU) to
the cloud after logical aggregation. Dependent on traffic type virtual
E2E connections can be established within a given network slice.
Note that symbolically marked routes changing over time due to
practical IP traffic in a packet switched mode. Target servers can
be implemented in each part of the ITS network: metropolitan and
backbone, dependent on the type of service and its requirements.
The ITS traffic within the 5G network needs advanced methods
of its aggregation, division, management, and orchestration.
It is necessary to know slice characteristics and how ITS or RAN
resources should be allocated, dependent on the type of service and
QoS/QoE. The allocation should be dynamic and flexible.
In the case of V2X implementation, shown in Fig. 3b, the
problem of cells management is important due to the high mobility of
terminals located in vehicles and low-mobility terminals of persons,
as well as stationary locations of road infrastructure nodes, called
RSU (roadside units) [16]. Typically, small cells can be served by
road-side equipment and 5G gNBs. Probably the user traffic in User
Plane (UP) can be transferred to RSUs, while the control traffic can
be served by macro-cell base stations (eNB) of 5G LTE component,
but it has not been critical. The problem of the handover of highspeed vehicles is not resolved yet. Interfaces between vehicles and
road infrastructure, working typically in cooperated mode, can use
both LTE-V (C-V2X) as well as IEEE 802.11p interfaces, and others.

6. Conclusion
The development of 5G radio-informatics networks gives
unprecedented possibilities for ITS network implementation. As we
can see in this paper, major objectives of 5G network implementation
are defined within UDN network model, virtualization of network
functions (NFV), network softwarization (SDN) and, finally,
network slicing concept for support of fast E2E connections as well
as unbelievable flexibility and scalability. It will be a great pulse to
the development of different ITS solutions and Smart City networks
implementation. One of the most important revolutions in telematics
will be V2X systems implementation supporting traffic safety, efficiency
and autonomous driving. As we can see, the architecture of the 5G
network does not differ significantly from the LTE architecture. First, it
results from the LTE architecture has been strongly reduced compared
to systems of previous generations (2G, 3G), and, secondly, the essence
of 5G is softwarization and virtualization of network functions and
nodes, but not hardware growth.
Moreover, network functions of 5G significantly differ from
4G network functions. Finally, the 5G network will integrate both
5G NR solutions, 5GC and LTE-5G network. Thus, the gigabit
LTE evolution is going to full integration with 5G solutions. One
thing is for sure: The implementation of the 5G network has been an
unprecedented development impulse for both ITS and IoT systems
growth. So, it is a chance for a global ITS extension.

Fig. 4. ITS architecture for Smart City: a) general architecture, b) V2X
component (RRU – radio resource unit, BBU – baseband unit,
DWDM – Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing)[own study]
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ABSTRACT
The article presents selected system problems regarding the design and implementation of ITS systems. Issues
concern areas of urban agglomerations and urban ITS systems. Problems were identified during the work on the ITS
system’s pre-design documentation for one of the cities of the Upper Silesian Agglomeration in Poland.
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1. Introduction
Implementation of ITS systems involves solving many problems
already at the initial investment stages, i.e. at the concept stage and then
at the design stage. The use of the V model and systems engineering
(Fig. 1) enables appropriate design procedures including the process of
decomposition and definition, and then system synthesis with
integration and recompostion. The paper presents selected important
issues regarding the following essential stages of the ITS systems
lifecycle, i.e.:
• current status inventory stage,
• design stage,
• implementation stage,
• maintenance stage.

• selected problems of ITS project development in concept
exploration and feasibility study [10],
• systems engineering for ITS in urban agglomeration [3],
• functional configuration of ITS for urban agglomerations [3,
5, 6, 7],
• managing traffic congestion with the use of ITS [3, 14].
Issues for the discussed case are presented in terms of systems
engineering methods used in the design of ITS systems [1, 2, 12,
13]. The problems identified has been presented synthetically in
the following parts of the paper.

The key issues of ITS design regarding the presented case
study of Upper Silesian Agglomeration in Poland are presented in
the literature, among others in the following areas:
• use of the transport model on strategic level of management
for assessment of ITS configuration [3, 4, 8, 11],
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.
Fig. 1. Model V of Systems Engineering for ITS Design [own study
based on 1, 12, 13]

2. Selected Problems of Current
Status Inventory – Based on
Case Study
Problems of current status inventory identified during the ITS
contract selection process - when answering the questions posed
by the bidders in the unlimited tender, include:
• problems of TMC’s location (traffic management centers) –
primary and secondary (redundant),
• problems of using existing infrastructure:
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• existing traffic lights systems:
• controller – type, manufacturer, date of installation and last
modification,
• configuration at the intersection: number of inlets, number
of lanes, traffic organization on lanes – assigning of streams
to the lanes, a sequence of coordinated intersections,
• traffic controller algorithm: fixed time control, coordinated
control, adaptive control, part-time operation, public transport
and emergency vehicles priority (preemption), speed signs,
railroad preemption,
• data transmission medium: copper cable, fiber optic cable,
wireless,
• type of traffic monitoring/detection at intersection: number of
induction loops, video-monitoring cameras, video-detection
cameras, pedestrian entry buttons, radars of speed supervision
and passage at red light, sensors of public transport vehicles
detection, VMS variable message signs,
• type of signaling devices and light sources (light bulbs,
led) for traffic users: vehicles, pedestrians, public transport
vehicles, cyclists, VMS,
• existing parking management systems: type of parking
meters, management software, rules of use,
• existing priority systems for public transport vehicles PTS
(tram, bus): type of systems, transmitter, receiver, refresh
rate-reporting position by the vehicle,
• existing dynamic passenger information systems (DPIS):
type of system and data transmission, number and location
of DPIS signs,
• existing driver information systems (DIS): type of system
and data transmission, number and location of VMS signs,
• problems of using ICT networks: sharing municipal ICT
networks or build dedicated ICT networks,
• problems of the bidders presentation of their solution with
use of transportation model, including:
• building the base/reference transport model for the state of
existing transport systems and processes,
• making possible additional traffic measurements to
calibrate the ITS solution of the bidder to the base model,
• problems of evaluation of the proposed ITS solution using
various simulation software, presented by each of the bidders,
• problems of defining and assessing an innovative and
equivalent solution in relation to solutions required in the
description of the subject of the order,
• problems of project stages regarding the scope of stages and
their mutual implementation.

3. Selected Problems of Design
and Implementation – Based
on Case Study
Problems of design and implementations identified during
the ITS contract selection process - when answering the questions
posed by the bidders in the unlimited tender, include:
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• detailed designing of subsystems and the entire ITS system
– preparation of a complete project documentation, i.e. all
necessary projects and studies (including aspects of traffic
engineering, technical, construction and implementation)
ensuring the launch of the system together with the approval
of all necessary arrangements, decisions and permits
provided for this type of construction process, including, but
not limited to:
• development of construction and implementation projects
related to the implementation of the ITS system, including
maps for project purposes and obtaining necessary approvals,
opinions, filings, etc., in accordance with the requirements of
construction law and other legal regulations and requirements
of administrative permits,
• development of necessary traffic organization projects,
including projects of the target traffic organization, as well
as temporary traffic organization projects for the duration
of construction works, including the necessary opinions,
agreements, decisions and other formal and legal documents,
• agreeing, on behalf of the investor, all locations and obtaining
relevant approvals, including: lease of land, supply of energy,
• construction – delivery and assembly of ITS components and
subsystems, including, among others:
• preparation of necessary connections and installation of
telecommunications and power infrastructure,
• reconstruction or modernization of traffic lights and other
technical devices at intersections including, depending on the
scope, replacement or adaptation of the traffic light controller,
replacement of masts and signalling devices, modernization
of cabling supplying traffic lights,,
• preparation of as-built documentation in the scope of
completed works, including: geodetic as-built documentation
with confirmation of bringing it to geodesy resources,
• calibration and optimization of the ITS system in order to
achieve the required functionality and usability:
• implementation of the ITS system operating in accordance
with the latest technical, IT, organizational and legal solutions
that allow to achieve real-time control functionality,
• tuning the system and all its devices, in order to obtain full
functionality and utility,
• workplace trainings of employees and users in a way that
ensures the use and ongoing maintenance of ITS subsystems.

4. Selected Problems of
Maintenance – Based on Case
Study
Problems of maintenance identified during the ITS contract
selection process - when answering the questions posed by the
bidders in the unlimited tender, include:
• ensuring consistency of documentation for the ITS system,
including, inter alia:
• development and updating of device inspection and
software update procedures for compliance with as-built
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documentation and guidelines of device and software
manufacturers,
• audit of ITS system including procedures for device
inspections and software updates for compliance with asbuilt documentation and guidelines of device and software
manufacturers,
• developing a procedure for creating a database of devices
and methods for their configuration and recovery processes
in order to maintain the functions and processes of the ITS
system,
• development of procedures of electronic documenting and
tracking requests of service problems regarding problems
and ways to remove them, including estimation of the time
and costs of service problems requests for future service
after the warranty period,
• development of procedure of electronic documenting and
tracking incidents that will not be included in the list of service
problems, including incident handling and estimation of time
and costs of this incidents after the warranty period,
• development of the procedure of electronic documentation
of the knowledge base acquired at the guarantee stage, which
will include methods and procedures for solving incidents
and service problems,
• development of procedures of security policy in the area of
security and protection of information and data as well as
the state of technical and organizational security in terms of
maintaining the appropriate level of accessibility, integrity,
confidentiality, business continuity, legality in the scope:
• requirements of the minister competent for interoperability
matters and relevant provisions on the protection of
personal data and other system documentation, as well as
penetration tests of ICT infrastructure for the ITS system,
• principles of communication security, examination of
technical infrastructure and ITS network structure,
• security rules for data processing and transmission in ITS
system devices, in particular in terms of the possibility of
interference of unauthorized external and internal users
and the performance of tests that should enable detection
of vulnerabilities to:
• unauthorized access to the ITS internal network,
• use the ITS network to carry out attacks on other
networks,
• bypassing security systems,
• critical errors and security flaws in ITS equipment and
software,
• propagation of malicious software using the ITS network,
• threats to the availability, confidentiality and integrity of
the data being processed,
• unauthorized control of the ITS system and
destabilization and blocking the ITS system operation,
• the principles of security of access to ITS system data, in
particular in terms of the conditions of access to devices
and data, operating conditions, durability and security of
data in the field of hardware and software,
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• ensuring continuity of correct ITS system operation through
periodic maintenance activities for devices and software
including:
• updating the as-built documentation with the use of
administrative and operational procedures of the ITS system
- each time after the introduction of changes,
• monitoring of the ITS systems and detection of anomalies
in the ITS system functioning, in the scope of access to ITS
subsystems, use of RAM, use of SWAP space, CPU load, disk
space usage, operation of key processes (especially taking
into account the preparing and securing backup copies and
verifying their correctness and taking corrective actions in
case of errors), verification of system logs for occurrence of
critical events, monitoring of application logs in terms of
occurrence of critical errors,
• monitoring and reconfiguration of ICT network infrastructure
in accordance with the scope of rules of access to network
devices, state of network interfaces, use of network interfaces,
memory usage, CPU load, device temperature, automatic
backup of archival device configuration files,
• changes implementation in the configuration of ITS equipment
installation,
• updating the ITS system in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations and user requests, including ensuring the
validity of all ITS subsystems, monitoring of updates and
patches for individual subsystems, reporting on updates and
fixes made available by software and hardware manufacturers,
broken down into categories and installation dates,
• anti-virus protection of the ITS system, including in terms
of updating the antivirus software and its databases, a nonintrusive ITS scanning plan (a scan that can not interfere
with the ITS equipment and can not cause ITS system
instability), storing files quarantined for a specified period,
• performing a system restore procedures from backups, if
the scope of the failure requires it and the regression tests
specified in the recovery plan,
• review of technical condition of devices and infrastructure of
ITS subsystems, including periodical cleaning, maintenance
and calibration of sensors and measuring devices, detection
devices, actuators (controllers, signalling devices, cameras,
VMS signs), air conditioning devices, network devices,
computers, monitors, etc., in justified cases, replacement of
used batteries and batteries in devices, carry out complaint
procedures with device manufacturers - in justified cases,
replacement of elements that have been subject to natural
wear bearing in mind the nature of work (e.g. filters, light
bulbs, etc.) - in justified cases,
• periodic legalization of measuring devices in accordance
with the manufacturer’s instructions,
• technical consultations in the field of among others
development of new communication technologies, adaptation
to legal regulations, integration with other systems.
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5. Conclusion
The presented problem issues were identified at the beginning
of the ITS system design for the urban agglomeration, during the
tender for the design and construction of the ITS system in the
design and build formula. In the V model it is the initial stage
of “Feasibility Study/Concept Exploration” (see Fig.1). The basic
documentation at this stage are:
• the ITS concept,
• specification of essential terms of order for the ITS,
• pre-design functional and utility program of the ITS,
• the feasibility study of ITS.
The issues presented in the article are important because it
indicates the large amount of practical knowledge that potential ITS
contractors have. This is due to the relatively large number of ITS
already implemented in the country, the development of ITS design
methods as well as new technological solutions used in subsystems
and ITS systems. At the same time, the large number of problems
identified when responding to tenderers’ questions after the tender
is announced and the pre-project documentation made public
discloses the need to develop a good practice manual, which would
include key issues to be resolved at the pre-design documentation
stage.
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ABSTRACT
The safety of concrete dams, such as gravity dams, buttress dams, and arch dams, is directly related to not only
its social and economic benefits, but also the personal and property safety of residents around the reservoir area.
Therefore, it is of great importance to monitor the health of concrete dams using the obtained real-time information.
In this paper, reviewed using an automatic wireless sensor monitoring system for temperature and humidity
monitoring within concrete structures and A Real-Time Temperature Data Transmission Approach for Intelligent
Cooling Control of Mass Concrete by using temperature sensors in arch dam. Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)
aims to develop automated systems for the continuous monitoring, inspection, and damage detection of structures
with minimum labour involvement.

KEYWORDS: wireless sensor networks, telematics, concrete dams, structural health monitoring decision
making

1. Introduction
The safety of concrete dams, such as gravity dams, buttress dams,
and arch dams, is directly related to not only its social and economic
EHQH¿WVEXWDOVRWKHSHUVRQDODQGSURSHUW\VDIHW\RIUHVLGHQWVDURXQG
WKHUHVHUYRLUDUHD7KHUHIRUHLWLVRIJUHDWLPSRUWDQFHWRPRQLWRUWKH
health of concrete dams using the obtained real-time information.
6WUXFWXUH KHDOWK PRQLWRULQJ 6+0  LV D SURFHVV WR VHDUFK IRU
reasonable and economical ways to monitor structural state, so that
LWVUHPDLQLQJVWUXFWXUDOOLIHFDQEHNQRZQDQGSRVVLEO\H[WHQGHG>@
6WUXFWXUHKHDOWKPRQLWRULQJ 6+0 >@LVDSURFHVVWRVHDUFKIRU
reasonable and economical ways to monitor structural state, so that
LWVUHPDLQLQJVWUXFWXUDOOLIHFDQEHNQRZQDQGSRVVLEO\H[WHQGHG
For traditional static dam health monitoring methods, the commonly
PHDVXUHGTXDQWLWLHVDUHGLVSODFHPHQWVHHSDJHÀRZWHPSHUDWXUH
and so forth. With the measured data of these quantities, we usually
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can only detect the local damage of a structure where the instruments
DUHLQVWDOOHGDQGLWLVYHU\GL൶FXOWWRHYDOXDWHWKHJOREDOVWDWHRIODUJH
hydraulic structures. The structural vibration characteristics, such as
IUHTXHQFLHVGDPSLQJUDWLRVDQGPRGDOVKDSHVFDQUHÀHFWWKHORFDO
and the global structural damage information. In addition, with the
construction of vibration monitoring system of structures, such as
WKHGDPVWURQJHDUWKTXDNHPRQLWRULQJV\VWHPDQGWKHSRZHUKRXVH
vibration monitoring system, the real-time vibration monitoring
data of concrete dams can be acquired conveniently now. Therefore,
recently, the vibration-based structural health monitoring technology
LVZLGHO\FRQFHUQHGLQWKHK\GUDXOLFHQJLQHHULQJ>@
7KHSUHYLRXVVWXGLHVGHYHORSPHQWRIDQDXWRPDWLFZLUHOHVV
sensor monitoring system for civil engineering structures. The
REMHFWLYHLVWRSURYLGHDVROXWLRQWRPHDVXUHERWKWHPSHUDWXUHDQG
humidity inside a concrete structure. The research has been focused
LQWKHHDUO\DJHDQGFXULQJSKDVHSHULRG)RXUVROXWLRQVKDYHEHHQ
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DGGUHVVHG7KH¿UVWRQHLQYROYHVWKHXVHRIDQHJDWLYHWHPSHUDWXUH
FRH൶FLHQW 17&  WKHUPLVWRU DQG DQ ,5,6 PRWH DOORZLQJ IRU WKH
creation of an IEEE 802.15.4 network. However, the results have
VKRZQWKDWWKHVHQVRUPHDVXUHPHQWVSUHVHQWDVWDQGDUGGHYLDWLRQ
EHWZHHQ WKH DFWXDO DQG WKH H[SHULPHQWDO YDOXHV7KH VHFRQG RQH
FRQVLGHUV WKH XVH RI WKH 6+7 KXPLGLW\WHPSHUDWXUH  VHQVRU
WRJHWKHU ZLWK WKH 3,&) PLFURFRQWUROOHU RU WKH$UGXLQR
SODWIRUP 7KH WKLUG VROXWLRQ LQYROYHV WKH XVH RI WKH 6+76
KXPLGLW\WHPSHUDWXUH VHQVRUDQGWKHH=5)ZLUHOHVV
GHYHORSPHQWWRROSODWIRUPIRUWKH063PLFURFRQWUROOHU7KH
SULPDU\REMHFWLYHRIWKLVLQWHUGLVFLSOLQDU\UHVHDUFKLVWRGHYHORS
DSURWRW\SHIRU:LUHOHVV6HQVRU1HWZRUNV :61V DOORZLQJIRU
UHPRWHO\PRQLWRULQJFHUWDLQFRQFUHWHVWUXFWXUHV:61VDUHIRUPHG
E\WLQ\GHYLFHVNQRZQDVPRWHVWKDWLQFRUSRUDWHDPLFURFRQWUROOHU
VHQVRUVPHPRU\DSRZHUXQLWDQGDFRPPXQLFDWLRQPRGXOH7KH\
are able to sense the environment and communicate the information
gathered from the sensors to the sink node through wireless links >@
Sensors and associated monitoring systems to assess materials
performance form an important element in the inspection,
assessment and management of concrete structures. There are more
than fifty different types of sensor whose deployment into practical
devices facilitates long-term monitoring of structural changes,
reinforcement corrosion, concrete chemistry, moisture state and
temperature [5]. The development of new sensor concepts allows
for a more rational approach to the assessment of repair options,
and scheduling of inspection and maintenance programmes in
different civil engineering structures. Currently, there is a growing
number of recent studies for the development of sensors in
concrete structures, to monitoring from earlier-age parameters to
environmental conditions that can cause deterioration processes,
some of which may be highlighted [6]. Studied the performance
of a fibre-optic sensor for monitoring cracks of concrete, masonry
and bituminous elements. The proposed sensor does not require
prior knowledge of the locations of cracks, which is significantly
advanced over existing crack monitoring techniques. Moreover,
according to the authors, several cracks can be detected, located
and monitored using a single fibre [7].
Embedded sensors in the concrete near the surface (depth
of 50 mm) enable measurements of the spatial and temporal
distribution of the electrical characteristics within the cover-zone.
Thereby it allows for an integrated assessment of its performance.
Regular monitoring can enable cover-zone response to different
ambient environments, namely changes in the temperature [8].
Insertion of small sensors inside or at the surface of the concrete
can be considered as one of the most promising development in
order to monitor the long-term behaviour of concrete structures.
Corrosion monitoring is possible using different sensors and
methods that can work in the alkaline media of concrete for several
years. Recorded data for corrosion potential and electrical concrete
resistance obtained in real structures exposed to the environment
can be used to determine the corrosion rate that corresponds to the
concrete structure [9].
An effective SHM system can in real time, and online, detect
various defects and monitor strain, stress, and temperature so that
the optimum maintenance of the structures can be carried out to
ensure safety and durable service life. In general, a typical SHM
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system includes three major components: a sensor system, a data
processing system (including data acquisition, transmission, and
storage), and a health evaluation system (including diagnostic
algorithms and information management). The first step to set upthis
system is to incorporate a level of stable and reliable structural
sensing capability [10].
Smart Wireless sensors and technology
The sensing interface includes an interface to which sensors
can be connected and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The
computational core generally consists of a microcontroller for the
computational tasks, a random access memory (RAM) to stack the
measured and processed data, and a flash memory with software
programs for the system operation and data processing. The wireless
transceiver is an integral component of the wireless system, which is
composed of a RF radio modem and antenna to communicate the
processing information with other wireless sensors and to transfer the
processed data to a remote data server. When a structure is monitored
using a smart wireless sensor, the performance and functionality of
each subsystem must be carefully selected considering the structural
type, quantities to monitor, sensor locations, and environment of the
structure. For a case of vibration-based monitoring algorithm, an ADC
with 16-bit or higher conversion resolution is preferred due to small
amplitudes of the vibration signals, and the wireless transceiver must
have enough transmission range for stable wireless communication.
If the embedded software requires long-time history data and high
computational power, the microcontroller and peripheral RAM must
have large data bus and memory space. For acoustic or ultrasonic
NDE, high sampling capability of the ADC is required [11].

2. Previous Experiments Works:
Monitoring of Concrete Dams
Structures Using Wireless
Sensor Networks
In the context of WSNs applied to civil engineering structures
it is important to create a monitoring device platform that is able
to accommodate a wide range of sensors, depending on the needs,
expandability and cost, while sharing the information across the
network. For this purpose, remote agents can be collectors of
information either by storing the data into a microSD card, to be
accessed later on, or by wirelessly transmitting this information,
in real time, to a Mote Interface Board (gateway) that is connected
to a PC, allowing for a rapid intervention of civil engineers, if
needed, as shown in Fig. 1 [12].

2.1 SHT15 humidity and temperature sensor
[13]
The SHT15 digital sensor was used, facilitating to measure
both temperature and humidity with high accuracy in a single
chip sensor.The conversion from the raw value returned by the
SHT15 sensor, Rxval, to the temperature and humidity values was
performed by using the following equations:
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7HPSHUDWXUH>@  5xval X 0.01) – 40

(1)

+XPLGLW\>+5@ - 4.0 + 0.0405 x 5xval – 0.0000028
x 5xval x 5xval

(2)

temperature could be detected. In another experiment a SHT15
sensor with a mortar shell was fully immersed in water. One
observes that the temperature was decreasing while the humidity
was increasing. After 20 min of accurate measurements, we have
decided to prolong the test during one week. However, after one
day, the SHT15 temperature sensor went off. Then, after 4 days
the same happened to the humidity sensor. It is believed that the
primary reason for this occurrence is that some chemical reactions
inside the mortar shell have affected the capacitance of the sensor.
Sensor components might not resist to alkaline ions present in
cement, namely calcium hydroxide, which can be released in water
from its mortar shell during immersion. To solve this problem,
instead of making a cement-based mortar shell it may be preferable
to shield the sensor using other material, textile or polymer based.

Fig. 1. Wireless sensors architecture for the monitoring of civil
engineering structure [12]

Fig. 3. Sensor probe temperature versus measured temperature
inside the fridge chamber by using an SHT15 temperature
sensor [12]

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of process to measure the
temperature and humidity within the concrete cube [12]

2.2 The result
SHT15 humidity and temperature sensor tests considers the use
of the SHT15 sensor, allowing for measuring both the humidity and
temperature. Two solutions were tested, one with the PIC18F4680
microcontroller and another one using the Arduino platform.
Before using the SHT15 sensor in a real scenario, some tests
have been performed to verify the accuracy of the temperature
and humidity readings. By using a temperature of 16.3 C inside a
fridge chamber, and by comparing the results obtained from the
sensor with the ones obtained from the sensor probe, we conclude
that the results are very similar, as shown in (Fig 3). To measure
humidity we place the SHT15 sensor inside a small mortar cube
for sensor protection, Then, the cubes were placed in a tray (with
2–3 mm water level), we observed the rise of water inside the cube
by capillary, as shown in (Fig 4). After around one minute, the
humidity reaches a value of 98% RH. The objective of this test
was to verify the sensor integrity, as well as the porosity effect
of its mortar shell. The results obtained from both PIC18F4680
and Arduino platform were identical. The tests were carried out
during several hours, to observe if any variation of humidity and
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Fig. 4. Setup to measure temperature and humidity using an SHT15
sensor inside a mortar cube for sensor protection [12]

3. A Real-Time Temperature Data
Transmission Approach for
Intelligent Cooling Control
of Mass Concrete by using
temperature sensors [14]
Peng Lin, Qingbin Li, and Pinyu Jia 2014 studied about a
UHDOWLPH WHPSHUDWXUH GDWD WUDQVPLVVLRQ DSSURDFK IRU LQWHOOLJHQW
FRROLQJFRQWURORIPDVVFRQFUHWHE\XVLQJVHQVRU$PDWKHPDWLFDO
GHVFULSWLRQRIDGLJLWDOWHPSHUDWXUHFRQWUROPRGHOLVLQWURGXFHGLQ
GHWDLO%DVHGRQSLSHPRXQWHGDQGHOHFWULFDOO\OLQNHGWHPSHUDWXUH
VHQVRUVWRJHWKHUZLWKSRVWGDWDKDQGOLQJKDUGZDUHDQGVRIWZDUH
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a stable, real-time, highly eơHFWLYHWHPSHUDWXUHGDWDWUDQVPLVVLRQ
VROXWLRQWHFKQLTXHLVGHYHORSHGDQGXWLOL]HGZLWKLQWKHLQWHOOLJHQW
mass concrete cooling control system. Once the user has issued
WKH UHOHYDQW FRPPDQG WKH SURSRVHG SURJUDPPDEOH ORJLF
FRQWUROOHUV 3/&  FRGH SHUIRUPV DOO QHFHVVDU\ VWHSV ZLWKRXW
further interaction. The code can control the hardware, obtain,
UHDG DQG SHUIRUP FDOFXODWLRQV DQG GLVSOD\ WKH GDWD DFFXUDWHO\
+DUGHQLQJFRQFUHWHLVDQDJJUHJDWHRIFRPSOH[SK\VLFRFKHPLFDO
SURFHVVHVLQFOXGLQJWKHOLEHUDWLRQRIKHDW7KHSURSRVHGFRQWURO
V\VWHPSUHYHQWHGXQZDQWHGVWUXFWXUDOFKDQJHZLWKLQWKHPDVVLYH
FRQFUHWHEORFNVFDXVHGE\WKHVHH[RWKHUPLFSURFHVVHVEDVHGRQ
DQ DSSOLFDWLRQ FDVH VWXG\ DQDO\VLV. 7KH SURSRVHG WHPSHUDWXUH
GDWD WUDQVPLVVLRQ DSSURDFK KDV SURYHG YHU\ XVHIXO IRU WKH
WHPSHUDWXUHPRQLWRULQJRIDKLJKDUFKGDPDQGLVDEOHWRFRQWURO
WKHUPDO VWUHVVHV LQ PDVV FRQFUHWH IRU VLPLODU SURMHFWV LQYROYLQJ
mass concrete.

7KLVSDSHUUHODWLQJWRDUHDOWLPHWHPSHUDWXUHGDWDWUDQVPLVVLRQDSSURDFKDWDVXSHUKLJKDUFKGDPVLWHSUHVHQWVDGHWDLOHGGHVFULSWLRQRIFHUWDLQDVSHFWVRIDFRQWUROV\VWHPWKDWLV
intended to ensure the structural integrity of massive concrete
VWUXFWXUHV GXULQJ WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ SURFHVV 7KH FRROLQJ FRQWUROV\VWHPSUHYHQWVXQZDQWHGVWUXFWXUDOFKDQJHVZLWKLQPDVsive concrete blocks by carrying away the heat generated by
WKHH[RWKHUPLFSURFHVVHVRIFHPHQWK\GUDWLRQ7KHSURSRVHG
WHPSHUDWXUH WUDQVPLVVLRQ DSSURDFK FROOHFWV WHPSHUDWXUH GDWD
IURPPDQ\VHQVRUVDQGSUHYHQWVWKHKDUGHQLQJFRQFUHWHIURP
RYHUKHDWLQJ E\ FRQWUROOLQJ WKH ZDWHU ÀRZ LQVLGH WKH FRROLQJ
SLSHVFRQVWUXFWHGZLWKLQWKHFRQFUHWHVWUXFWXUH7KHWHPSHUDWXUHWUDQVPLVVLRQV\VWHPLQFOXGHVWKHDFTXLVLWLRQRIWHPSHUDture data, management of various intelligent modules, temSHUDWXUHGDWDKDQGOLQJVRUWLQJDQG¿OWHULQJDQGWHPSHUDWXUH
GDWDWUDQVIHUWRWKHPRGXOHFRQWUROVHUYHU7KHGHWDLOHG3/&
VRIWZDUHFRQ¿JXUDWLRQDQGSURJUDPPLQJDUHDOVRLOOXVWUDWHG
$QDSSOLFDWLRQFDVHRIWHPSHUDWXUHPRQLWRULQJRIWKH;LOXRGX
DUFKGDPGXULQJWKHFRQVWUXFWLRQSHULRGLVGLVFXVVHGLQGHWDLO
7KHSDSHUDLPVWRSURYLGHDFRQYHQLHQWVROXWLRQWRWKHSURFHVV
RIFRROLQJFRQWUROYLDWKHSLSHVLQDVLWXDWLRQZKHUHWKHOD\LQJ
RIFDEOHVLVQRWSRVVLEOH

3.1 Application Case Study
3.1.1 Brief Introduction to Dam Site
The proposed method was applied to the temperature control
of the Xiluodu arch dam during construction [17, 18]. The project
is located on the Jinshajiang River, in the Leibo County of Sichuan
province. The principal structures consist of a double-curvature
arch dam 285.5 meters high, crest length about 700 meters, spillway,
underground powerhouse, and logway. A total of 6,000,000 cubic
meters of concrete were poured. Because of the high stresses
in an arch dam structure and the construction process control
difficulties the basic temperature control principle was to maintain
ultimately small temperature differences between neighbouring
areas of concrete by slow cooling and early cooling. The cooling
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process should be based on the concrete temperature measurement
results taking into consideration the partitioning of the concrete,
pouring temperature, water pipes, density of concrete, and ambient
temperature. The cooling water ﬂow is adjusted in a timely manner
to meet the targeted temperature requirements. A ﬂexible network
structure for field temperature monitoring of the super high arch
dam during the construction was developed based on the state of
the art intelligence control technology [19]. By employing ﬂexible
network structure architecture, the bus was also connected to other
types of sensors such as dam strain measurement meters, dam
compressive stress measurement meters, meters for monitoring joint
openings, rock-deformations, and piezometers for seepage ﬂow, all
of which were are designed to suit this network specification. Thus,
the measurement scope utilized covered a wide spectrum as well as
the many concrete temperature measurements sufficient for a super
high arch dam.

3.1.2 Site Control System Arrangement
The control cabinets were prepared in the workshop. Because
of the complex electromagnetic environment on the construction
site, wiring to the site ﬂow valves and sensors were employed. Fig.
5 shows a preassembled cabinet for digital data transmission. Here
is the brief description of the main parts of PLC control cubicle.
BOX1: The intelligent temperature module. The circuit
connection diagrams for connecting the temperature
sensors to the module are shown in Fig. 6.
PS307: The Simatic S7-300 PLC power module.
CPU315: The Simatic S7-300 PLC CPU with integrated Profibus
and Ethernet interfaces.
CP341: The Simatic RS485 communication processor for the
intelligent temperature module.
IM153: The Simatic interface module, which can extend the
CPU control to remote areas by Profibus network.
AI8:
The Simatic analogue input module, which can read
8 analogue signals (current, voltage, resistor, or
PT100sensors). The circuit diagram for connecting
the ﬂow meters to the analogue input module is shown
in Fig. 8. The symbol “SM331” is the analogue input
module, which is able to read 8 water ﬂow transducers;
please refer to “(6) AI8” of Fig. 5.
AO8:
The Simatic analogue output module, which can drive
8 analogue valves. The circuit diagram for connecting
the electric valves to the analogue output module is
shown in Fig. 7. The symbol “SM332” is the analogue
output module, which is able to control8 proportional
valves; please refer to “(7) AO8” of Fig. 5.
On the dam site, the operators connect the valves, ﬂow
meters, and temperature sensors into the PLC cabinets asrequired
according to construction progress.
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Fig. 5. The internal layout of the PLC control cubicle [14]

Fig. 7. The circuit diagram for connecting the temperature sensors
to the module [14]

3.1.3. Temperature Field Analysis Basis of
Real-Time Temperature Data

Fig. 6. The circuit diagram for connecting the temperature sensors
to the module [14]
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On the Xiluodu arch dam site, the intelligent cooling control
system used modern feld bus technology extensively and Siemens
3/&GHYLFHVWRFRPSUHKHQVLYHO\WUDFNWKHWHPSHUDWXUHGDWDFKDQJH
DWWKHSRXULQJRIHYHU\EORFNLQUHDOWLPH$GMXVWPHQWRIWKHYDOYHVDQG
FRQWURORIZDWHUÀRZZHUHSHUIRUPHGXVLQJWKH3,'DOJRULWKPEDVHG
RQWHPSHUDWXUHFRQWUROUHTXLUHPHQWVDQGNH\IDFWRUVVXFKDVWKH
KLJKHVWWHPSHUDWXUHUHDFKHGFRROLQJUDWHDQGWHPSHUDWXUHJUDGLHQW
$ZHEJUDSKLFDOXVHULQWHUIDFH *8, ZDVSURYLGHGIRULQWHJUDWHG
TXHU\ DQDO\VLV DQG SUHZDUQLQJ >@ %DVHG RQ WKH SURSRVHG
WHPSHUDWXUHGDWDWUDQVPLVVLRQV\VWHPWKHLQWHOOLJHQWFRROLQJV\VWHP
overcomes the shortcomings in traditional manually collected data
V\VWHPVSURYLGLQJDQHơHFWLYHGDPFRQFUHWHWHPSHUDWXUHFRQWURO
DQG FUDFNLQJ SUHYHQWLRQ WHFKQRORJ\ ERWK DGYDQFHG DQG PRUH
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LQWHOOLJHQW,QSDUWLFXODUWKHDGYDQFHVFRQVLVWRI  FKDQJLQJVLPSOH
manual data collection to real-time data acquisition and feedback,
(2) automatically obtaining large quantities of thermodynamic
SDUDPHWHUVZLWKUHVSHFWWRHYHU\EORFNRISRXUHGFRQFUHWHHQDEOLQJ
D PRUH FXVWRPL]HG FRQWURO IXQFWLRQ DQG   HQDEOLQJ D ' UHDO
WLPHWHPSHUDWXUH¿HOGDQDO\VLVEHFDUULHGRXWDVLOOXVWUDWHGLQ)LJ
%DVHGRQWKHUHDOWLPHWHPSHUDWXUH¿HOGDQDO\VLVIXUWKHUVWUHVV
¿HOGVFDQEHDQDOL\]HGWRVWXG\DOWHUQDWLYHWHPSHUDWXUHFRQWUROSODQV
QRWRQO\OLPLWHGWRZDWHUÀRZEXWWKHZKROHSLSHZRUNVFKHPHFDQ
EHDGMXVWHGWRPRUHRSWLPDOFRQ¿JXUDWLRQV

Fig. 8. Real-time three-dimensional temperature field [14]

3.1.4 Inference
Using this system on the Xiluodu arch dam site enabled some key
problems to be solved including huge quantities of raw data interchange
with the module server, personalized and ﬂexible control for each
water cooling circuit, and accurate and punctual water conditional
control data collection instead of traditional manual checking. The
proposed approach provides a convenient solution in process cooling
control pipes where cabling is not possible. The system also has lower
installation and maintenance costs, operates reliably, and is of robust
and ﬂexible construction. It is proved suitable for heat of hydration
control in dam construction concreting applications. Based on this
study, the future research will be focused on the combination of realtime site monitoring analysis and numerical simulation on thermal
stress for control cracking of mass concrete in construction period.

4. Conclusion
This paper present the review of using the telematics system in
the technical condition testing of concrete dam structure by using
the sensors. In the large scale of hydropower plant there are many
important components and structure. The basic element in any
sustainable structure or infrastructure project is safety for example,
cause a complicated crack pattern in highly statically indeterminate
arch dams, which cannot be reliably predicted by numerical models.
The dynamic behavior of the dam would become very complex.
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ABSTRACT
One of the most important problem in the analysis of city logistics systems is data collection. The solution, which
could support this process is utilization of independent, easy to use devices. The paper is focused on the example
of utilization the portable road traffic detectors. These devices are easy to use tools, which can help to collect traffic
data including the vehicles classification. The Authors will introduce an example of practical utilization of this kind
of device, Sierzega SR4, as well as the advantages related to that.

KEYWORDS: data acquisition, traffic detection, portable detectors, city logistics, urban freight transport,
vehicles classification

1. Introduction
Due to the cities growth rate combined with the increasing
needs of their inhabitants, issues connected with freight transport
operations within urban areas become more and more important.
This results from, among other things [1]:
• the growing significance of total transport costs of goods and
logistics and their direct impact on city budgets;
• the role UFT plays for the industry and commerce sectors
which are the main sources of income;
• the fact that UFT itself provides a considerable number of
jobs;
• its contribution to raising the industry competitiveness in any
given region;
• the fact that it is necessary to sustain the life style and comfort
that people have become used to;
• its negative impact on the natural and social environment.
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Delivering goods in urban areas becomes particularly important in
view of the development of information societies and the dominating
role of the knowledge-based economies that apply digitisation and
network technologies. The ubiquitous presence of the internet on
the one hand contributes to improving the communication and data
transfer effectiveness, consequently affecting the quality of transport
organisation, and on the other hand it becomes a catalyst of market
changes, implicating an increased demand for transport as a result of
e-commerce growth [2]. Therefore, more and more deliveries of goods
are made directly to individual customers, which in consequence
generates considerable difficulties regarding the delivery process,
e.g. efficient use of cargo space, reducing the fleet operation costs or
ensuring quick deliveries.
In view of the above, application of telematics solutions to
support urban freight transport has become an urgent necessity.
Urban logistics is aimed at comprehensive optimisation of this kind
of transport, while taking into account the costs and benefits for
both the society and the private sector [3]. Given that the realities
are becoming more and more complex, it is practically impossible to
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implement this proposal. The ever increasing transport congestion
effect observed in cities leads to considerable hindrances in carrying
out any transport tasks, and the aspects of negative environmental
impact of urban transport and its adverse effect on the urban
environment and in particular its inhabitants, put an extra emphasis
on the importance of that issue. It is also important to note that
freight transport within a city is considerably different in terms or
functioning and organisation from transport taking place outside
built-up areas. More often than not, urban freight transport requires
more complex planning, supervision and application of sometimes
very advanced optimisation methods. Due to that, effectiveness of
this system depends largely on the proper data and information
flows and knowledge acquisition allowing for effective management
of processes occurring in this system.

2. Data acquisition in Urban
Freight Transport Systems
In recent years, the use of intelligent transport systems to
support freight management is becoming increasingly important
both in terms of theoretical as well as practical examples [4]. The
need to support the transport and distribution of goods in urban
areas with telematics solutions results mainly from the complexity
of these processes and different expectations of the stakeholders in
UFT. However, in order for these systems to operate effectively, it
is necessary to provide adequate data resources on the transport,
which would form the basis for their control, optimization and
management of various processes in UFT. However, providing
these data resources faces considerable difficulties. Major obstacle
to its effective management and implementation of intelligent
transport systems is the difficulty in data acquisition.
Identification of data sources should take into account the
following criteria [5]:
• the availability of data:
• the ability to collect - not all of the necessary data are collected;
• availability - not all of the data that are collected are available;
this particularly applies to data held by private companies;
• universality - there is often a lack of information about data
that have already been collected;
• the way of utilization - available data are not always used in
the right way;
• interpretation - data can be interpreted in the wrong way, usually
there are problems with their accuracy and comparability;
• data quality:
• accuracy – it is of particular importance in the case of small
differences in the results or when the analysis covers value
changes over time; it must be able to properly reflect the
trends;
• comparability - differences may occur in the process of
defining, grouping and presenting data;
• complexity - data do not have to reflect all aspects of the
analysed system; it is necessary to collect a wide range of
data associated closely with the analysed part of the system,
specified as a key factor for its effectiveness;
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• timeliness – data should be up to date to reflect current
changes.
In the area of UFT, data can be classified according to three
basic criteria [5]:
• variability: static (fixed) and dynamic (variable);
• reliability: deterministic (certain), probabilistic (random) and
diffused (ambiguous);
• sources from: public sector (road and area administrators)
and private sector (carriers or customers).
The major problems in obtaining data within the urban freight
system is not the identification of data sources but availability of
them. It results from two key facts [6]:
• urban deliveries involve mainly private companies, which
usually do not want to share data on their transactions, supplies
and transported goods with their competitors and the public
sector (it is, of course, observed not only in the case of transport
within cities, but also in interurban, national, or international
transport);
• there are no standardized research methods in the field of
urban freight deliveries.

3. General classification of road
traffic counting methods
The solution to solve problems mentioned above is independent
road traffic counting, which will help to identify the number and
categories of the vehicles in taken point in a time. This measurement
could be realized on the basis of two major approach – manual
counting and utilization of telematics tools (like traffic detectors).
The first one is the simplest but accurate way. However, the
manual counting is directly related to the human perception and
due to that it’s human-barriers’ sensitive system. Moreover, it’s
impossible to calculate the speed of the vehicles. Also this approach
is inefficient in the case of high traffic. Finally, it possible to identify
two major types of errors in manual road traffic analysis [7]:
• counting errors – can be defined as the difference between the
number of vehicles counted and the true number of vehicles
in the same time interval;
• classification errors – can be defined as the number of vehicles
which have been classified in wrong classes.
A solution, which does not address all of the difficulties in the
respect above, is the use of telematics technologies based on traffic
detection and classification of vehicles. These systems allow for
making measurements, which are non or less intrusive, undetectable
for drivers and independent of freight companies. It is possible to
divide telematics-based road traffic detectors into few categories [11]:
• video vehicle detection – Systems are now available that will
automatically analyse the video pictures as cars are passing
underneath, detecting cars with a similar accuracy to that of
people watching the video;
• pneumatic road tube counting – This has for many years been
a popular method of vehicle sensing. Here one or more rubber
hoses are stretched across the road and connected at one end
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to a data logger. The other end of the tube is sealed. When a
pair of wheels hits the tube, air pressure in the squashed tube
activates the data logger which records the time of the event;
• piezoelectric sensor – Piezoelectric sensors collect data by
converting mechanical energy into electrical energy. The
piezoelectric sensor is mounted in a groove cut into road’s
surface. When a car drives over the piezoelectric sensor, it
squeezes it and causes an electric potential - a voltage signal. The
size of the signal is proportional to the degree of deformation.
When the car moves off, the voltage reverses.
• inductive loop – An inductive loop is a square of wire embedded
into or under the road. The loop utilizes the principle that a
magnetic field introduced near an electrical conductor causes
an electrical current to be induced. In the case of traffic
monitoring, a large metal vehicle acts as the magnetic field and
the inductive loop as the electrical conductor. A device at the
roadside records the signals generated.
• magnetic sensor – This detects vehicles by measuring the
change in the earth’s magnetic field as the vehicles pass over the
detector. The sensor is either buried in the road, or enclosed in
a box by the side of the road.
• acoustic detector – This detects vehicles by the sound created
as the vehicle passes. The sensor is mounted on a pole pointing
down towards the traffic. It can collect counts for one or more
travel lanes.
• passive infrared – Passive infrared devices detect vehicles by
measuring the infrared energy radiating from the detection
zone. When a vehicle passes the energy radiated changes
and the count is increased. Slow changes in road surface
temperature, caused by changing weather conditions, are
ignored. Lane coverage is limited to one to two lanes.
• doppler and radar microwave sensors – Doppler microwave
detection devices transmit a continuous signal of low-energy
microwave radiation at a target area and then analyse the
reflected signal. The detector registers a change in the frequency
of waves occurring when the microwave source and the vehicle
are in motion relative to one another. This allows the device to
detect moving vehicles. Radar is capable of detecting distant
objects and determining their position and speed of movement.
With vehicle detection, a device directs high frequency radio
waves at the roadway to determine the time delay of the return
signal, thereby calculating the distance to the detected vehicle.
Taking to the account the utilization of telematics technology
for detection of the Table 1 introduces the strengths and
weaknesses of the telematics detection systems mentioned above.
Table 1. The comparison of traffic detection technology [own study]
Technology
Video vehicle detection
Pneumatic road tube
counting
Piezoelectric sensor
Inductive loop
Magnetic sensor

Level of
installation
intrusiveness

Multi-lane
detection

Low

Yes

Medium

Yes (2 lines)

High
High
Medium

No
No
No
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Acoustic detector
Passive infrared
Doppler and radar
microwave sensors

Low
Low

Yes
Yes (2 lines)

Low

Yes

Mostly, the road traffic detectors are installed in the permanent
way. This approach is used among others as the data acquisition
subsystems in intelligent transportation systems. For instance, it
makes it possible to collect data for traffic management processes.
However, not always this approach is suitable for the specificity of
the chosen traffic data analysis. Especially at the city areas, where
the structure of the road systems are very complicated. It’s very
costly to install devices at each road section. Also, in the case of
one-line detectors, it’s hard to install detectors per each traffic line
on each section.
Additionally, it should be underlined that many times it’s not
necessary to collect data on each section on the permanent way.
Very often it’s enough to detect the traffic during some shorter or
longer time periods only. In this cases the best solution for data
acquisition is utilization of portable systems.

4. The utilization of portable
road traffic detectors
4.1 The expectations for portable use of road
traffic counters
The portable road traffic detector should be defined as the
device, which is installed and deinstalled in the simple way and can
be used at different road sections, it means that it is not permanently
installed. This kind of device helps to collect data in the independent
way considering the road infrastructure. However, there are not too
many technical solutions, which could be used in this way.
The major expectation is the simple, easy from technical point
of view and fast installation process. This process shouldn’t be based
on utilization of different technical equipment, like lifts or ladders.
Due to that many of non-intrusive traffic counter (especially radar
or microwave detectors as well as video detectors) can’t be used as
a portable solutions. Mostly these devices have to be placed on the
height of 2,5 or more meters. Moreover, this kind of devices have
to be powered by capacious batteries, which make it possible to use
them for a longer time and independently to the power sources.
The most popular and often utilize systems are based on the
traditional approach. These devices are better for permanent
installation or at least utilization at the same place for longer time
period. Nevertheless, in recent years some road traffic counters
producers delivered the solutions, which are suitable for utilization as
a portable systems. Also some interesting technical ideas have been
published as the results of research and development works [8, 9].

4.2 Wavetronix’s Portable SmartSensor HD
Radar
The Portable SmartSensor HD Radar (Fig. 1) is the device
produced by Wavetronix company. It is a special version of
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SmartSensor HD Radar, delivered in a weatherproof case that
also contains the battery, protective equipment and accessories
required for quick drum installations. According to the technical
specification, this is a high-definition radar detector that accurately
measures and classifies vehicles [12]:
• up to 22 lanes simultaneously,
• up to 8 length classes and 14 speed classes,
• classify vehicles by direction of movement.
This device can work in two modes [12]:
• vehicle detection mode – it determines the spot speed, length,
class, distance, lane and passing duration;
• lane detection mode – it measures the volume of traffic (number
of vehicles) by direction of movement and classification (length
and speed), the occupation rate, the average spacing and
interval between vehicles, the average speed, speed by category
and speed of the 85th percentile (speed below which 85% of
roadway users are driving) during a period set by the user.

Fig. 2. Radar traffic detector SR4 by Sierzega [13]

4.4 MetroCount RoadPod® VT 5900
MetroCount RoadPod® VT 5900 (Fig. 3) is a portable traffic
counter with robust rubber tubes. Designed for short-term surveys on
multiple locations or long-term data collection on low volume roads.
RoadPod VT is the first MetroCount unit to operate in Zombie Mode.
This keeps the counter completely inert between passing vehicles,
drawing one fifth the power required by the previous 5600 model,
while using the same alkaline battery pack. The Time-up feature in
the latest MTE software (v5 onwards) provides a dynamic projection
of battery life, based on specific patterns of counter usage [14].

Fig. 1. Radar traffic detector Wavetronix’s Portable SmartSensor HD
Radar [12]

4.3 Sierzega SR4
The device SR4 by Sierzega (Fig. 2) is a radar road traffic
detection system. It combines easy and quick mounting at the
roadside with unbiased, accurate and straightforward acquisition
of traffic data. No need for any construction work, no interruption
of the flow of traffic. Due to its low energy consumption the SR4 is
able to gather traffic data at the roadside for a period of more than
2 weeks continuously. The collected data can be retrieved wirelessly
with an Android Smartphone, a Laptop or Tablet using Bluetooth.
Included in delivery is the Sierzega Analysing Software SRA, which
offers a user friendly, in-depth way to filter, analyse and evaluate
data using meaningful charts.
According to the technical specification, this is a high-definition
radar detector that accurately measures and classifies vehicles [13]:
• 2 lanes simultaneously,
• up to 4 length classes,
• speed analysis,
• classify vehicles by
• direction of movement.
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Fig. 3. Pneumatic traffic detector MetroCount 5600 [14]

The RoadPod VT can be amplified by the FieldPod remore
access add-on. Through the mobile network, FieldPod enables data
download, sensor checks and site diagnostics.Combining RoadPod
VT with FieldPod provides access to the latest data at the click of a
button [14].

4.5 NC350 BlueStar Portable Traffic Analyzer
The NC350 BlueStar Portable Traffic Analyzer from MH Corbin
(Fig. 4) provides the accurate measurements of vehicle count, speed,
and vehicle length. The NC350 BlueStar Portable Traffic Analyzer
sensor is placed directly in the traffic lane to measure data, and can
be installed and removed quickly and easily without damage to the
road surface.
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5 The example of utilization of
Sierzega SR4 for city logistics
analysis
One of the most important challenge for city logistics analysis is
an identification of the environmental impact of the implemented
measures. Mostly, it’s realized on the basis of general models and
simulations with utilization of estimated data only compare [16].
In recent years some more real-data-based approaches have been
proposed compare [17].
Fig. 4. Magnetic traffic detector NC350 BlueStar Portable Traffic
Analyzer [15]

The specificity of this device includes [15]:
• communicates wirelessly via Bluetooth™ Technology,
• can be installed and removed in minutes,
• inconspicuous design blends in with road surface,
• individual vehicle recording allows infinite binning capabilities,
• durable extruded aluminium housing,
• long life, rechargeable, Lithium-Ion battery,
• easy to use software for viewing data.

5.1 Comparison of introduced solutions
The example introduced below, shows the usefulness of
portable traffic detector for this kind of analysis. It’s based on the
experiences from analysis realized under GRASS project. This
work helped to establish some assumptions and expectations for
efficient work with the device Sierzega SR4.
Sierzega SR4 seemed to be very efficient tool considering easy
to use and readable software (Fig. 5a), which can help to analyse
collected data (Fig. 5b) as well as make it possible to transfer them
to external software, like MS Excel.

4.6 Comparison of introduced solutions
The Table 2 introduces short comparison of chosen analysed
portable detectors parameters. It should be underlined that all of
them work with battery power supply. It makes them very easy to
use on each road sections. Moreover, all devices are light and easy
to carry. It should be noted, that in two cases – Sierzega SR4 and
MetroCount 5600 – the capacity to simultaneously control lanes is
very limited (both of these devices can control only 2 lanes). On the
other hand, they allow for flexibility in terms of the measurement
points and adaptation of areas of analysis to current needs.
Table 2. The comparison of chosen portable road traffic detector
systems [own study]
Device

Portable
SmartSensor
HD Radar

Sierzega SR4

MetroCount
5600

NC350
BlueStar
Portable Traffic
Analyzer

Counting
technology

Radar

Radar

Pneumatic

Magnetic

Multiline
detection

Yes
(up to 22 lines)

Yes (2 lines)

Yes (2 lines)

No

Battery supply

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Dimensions
(cm)

33,5 x 26,9 x 8,4

20 x 30 x 17

35 x 12,4 x 9,5

18,1 x 11,8 x 1,27

Classification
by direction of
movement

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Weight (kg)

1,9

3

4,13

0,59

Operating
temperature

-40 to 74°C

-25°C to 60°C

-10°C to 60°C

-20°C to 60°C
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Fig. 5. Sierzega SR4 software: a) general working window, b)
example of graph [own study]

The important strength of Sierzega SR4 device is the possibility
of installation without any additional technical equipment, like lift
or ladder. For efficient work, tt can be placed on the height of 1,5-1,8
meters. Also not any actions are needed, which can influence on the
traffic flows (realized directly on the road). The Fig. 6 introduces
the installation expectations, which are needed for proper work of
the device.
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• 4% in the case of nitrogen oxides (NOX).
• More details regarding the models and analysis are available
in [10].
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1
3
8
13
12
37
22
56
50
45
48
221
849
708
763
721
634
3675

1
45
37
58
59
200
957
712
811
707
796
3983

54
109
82
94
95
434

5
5
2
15
15
42

0
52
53
43
50
198

1315
1301
1445
1478
1057
6596

5
41
104
112
119
381

8
7
8
7
38
68
53
150
102
102
104
511

Road section 5B

1495
1515
1488
1382
1542
7422
4
6
8
5
5
28
51
81
62
98
79
371
1550
1355
1464
1360
1407
7136
7
27
19
24
48
125
262
267
318
252
189
1288
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Total

1
7
7
7
5
27

37
2
58
5
14
116
24
40
11
26
27
128
389
360
309
373
353
1784
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Total

1
5
7
9
12
34

1454
1490
1465
1490
1454
7353

99
52
75
102
119
447

33
43
23
26
56
181

Road section 5A
1324
66
1559
62
1502
109
1408
144
1344
152
7137
533

1552
1442
1397
1386
1392
7169

LDV
HDV
LDV
LDV
PC
Vehicle
category

To analyse the efficiency of unloading bays, the traffic data
acquisition has been made. During this work two portable traffic
detectors Sierzega SR4 were used. The data include vehicles categories
and their speed. In order to simplify the analysis, modelling was
performed for a constant average speed of vehicles in a road section.
Data collection process was realized through one week from Monday
to Friday, between 4 AM and 7 PM. In the next step the data have
been summarized in five three-hours’ time periods (Table 3).
Data collected during traffic analysis were used as the input for
the emissions models. Next, based on the simulation with utilization
of cellular automata, the analysis showed that application of
unloading bays in the studied sections increased the traffic fluidity
by 8% on average. This allows reduction of pollutant emissions on
average by:
• 4% in the case of carbon monoxide (CO),
• 5% in the case of hydrocarbons (HC),

4.00-6.59

Fig. 7. Analysed unloading bays locations [own study]

Time
period

HDV

PC

7.00-9.59

HDV

PC

LDV

PC

LDV

HDV

PC

16.00-18.59

In the studied area, two unloading bays were taken to the
account.(Fig. 7). The analysed street is placed in the city centre.
There are located 41 retail entities, 37 service entities, 4 HoReCa
and 3 production plants. Due to that the total number of weekly
deliveries at this street is very high.

13.00-15.59

5.2 The analysis of the environmental
efficiency of unloading bays

10.00-12.59

Fig. 6. The proper Sierzega SR4 installation [own study]

0
5
21
50
27
103

Table 3. The traffic data for the analysed road sections [own study]
HDV

SR4 device helps to divide vehicles into four categories:
motorcycles (length to 20 dm), passenger cars (length between 20 and
60 dm), trucks (length between 60 and 95 dm) and long trucks (length
between 95 and 255 dm). However, the parameters of classification
can be changed.

6. Conclusion
One of the key factors necessary for taking control over the
increasing disorder in urban freight transport as well as the
implementation and efficiency of sustainable UFT measures
implementations are the data resources. Lack of knowledge about
freight flows, their direction and structure contributes to the
difficulty in controlling and guiding them in a way that minimizes
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the negative impact on the urban organism, in particular, on the
environment and residents. Moreover, in recent years, the use
of intelligent transportation systems to support urban freight
transport management is becoming increasingly important both
in terms of theoretical as well as practical examples.
The major problem in UFT data collection process is the lack of
the cooperation wiliness between different stakeholders, especially the
business ones. The reason of this situation is mostly the competition
between deliverers (especially Courier, Express and Parcel Operators
– CEP) as well as shops and HoReCa (hotels, restaurants, catering)
sector. The solution to solve this problem is utilization of stakeholderindependent devices, which can help to collect data according to the
present needs and expectation. Nevertheless, the fundamental difficulty
resulting from the specificity of delivering goods in the city is the need
to deploy a large number of detectors, allowing for acquiring data in a
wide area.
The Authors introduced the idea and example of utilization of
portable traffic detectors, which can be used on the simple way and
at every road section. This approach make it possible to collect data
in shorter time periods but in the infrastructure-independently way.
The device Sierzega SR4 have been used by Authors in the practice
and helped to analyse the environmental influence of chosen UFT
measure. It proofed the usefulness of portable traffic detectors for
UFT analysis support. Nowadays, two devices of SR4 are used under
the work of Faculty of Economics and Engineering of Transport in
few project as well as under the cooperation with local and regional
authorities.
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ABSTRACT
In development of road transport, particular attention should be paid to services that integrate cooperating and
automated vehicles, in which there is a visible potential for reducing energy consumption and exhaust emissions.
There is also a need to create a unified architecture which will facilitate the data flow between new components
in ITS. The article proposes new functional areas in the FRAME architecture focused on the interoperability of
ITS services, including the progressive autonomy and electrification of transport means. The available literature on
the subject was reviewed at the national and global level, and legislative changes regarding electromobility or legal
framework relating to autonomous vehicles were taken into account.

KEYWORDS: FRAME, autonomous vehicles, electromobility

1. Introduction
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are entering a new
dimension in their understanding. With the development of these
services, there is a growing need to constantly improve laws and
regulations that will help to standardize rules both across Europe and
the world. They ensure interoperability, compliance and continuity
in the deployment and operational use of intelligent transport
systems [11].
The dominant, in a normative sense, recently appeared to be
three important documents that aim to unify the standards of
already implemented ITS services and to define regulations in the
scope of new ones. It’s about:
1. COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING DECISION (EU) 2016/209
of 12 February 2016 on a standardisation request to the European
standardisation organisations as regards Intelligent Transport Systems
(ITS) in urban areas in support of Directive 2010/40/EU of the
European Parliament and of the Council on the framework for the
deployment of Intelligent Transport Systems in the field of road
transport and for interfaces with other modes of transport [5].
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2. COMMISSION DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) 2017/79
of 12 September 2016 establishing detailed technical requirements
and test procedures for the EC type-approval of motor vehicles with
respect to their 112-based eCall in-vehicles systems, of 112-based eCall
in-vehicle separate technical units and components and supplementing
and amending Regulation (EU) 2015/758 of the European Parliament
and of the Council with regard to the exemptions and applicable
standards [6].
3. COM(2018) 274 final 2018/0129 (COD) Proposal for a
DIRECTIVE OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE
COUNCIL amending Directive 2008/96/EC on road infrastructure
safety management [7].
In connection with the European Communication, Economic
and Social Committee has delivered an opinion expressing a series
of benefits as a follow-up to the strategy towards more efficient
passenger and freight transport, while reducing exhaust emissions
and accident rates. It is an important step towards the development
of cooperative intelligent transport systems (C-ITS).
Thus, there are visible actions aiming at creating a legal framework
for the interoperability of ITS services. But what about physical
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compatibility? This question raises doubts of scientific and industry
circles. The proposal of this article is to verify the modifications
introduced in the scope of the FRAME framework architecture.
The layout of the article is as follows: first introduced to the
subject of new legal regulations and requirements in the scope of
Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems together with
the presentation of a list of additional services, then reference was
made to changes in FRAME architecture and its evolution in the
context of new services. At the end, the work was summarized and
some future plans were presented.
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Table 1. List of services implemented in the first (day 1) and second
(day 1.5) phase [own study]
Group of
services

List of services implemented in the first (day 1) phase

Changes occurring in Europe and other parts of the world in
various modes of transport focus on the duplication of services
that expand people’s mobility while ensuring the safety, efficiency
and durability of the transport itself. Particular attention is paid to
the development of digital technologies, which contribute to the
reduction of human errors, which are the most important cause of
transport accidents. They can also contribute to the creation of a
multimodal transport system, combining all types of transport into
one service, which will enable efficient transport of people and loads
[2]. The European strategy for low-emission mobility, approved in
July 2016, also draws attention to the development of integrated,
automated and collaborative services which show potential in
reducing energy consumption and emissions [4].
In the near future, such services will closely interact with each other
and with road infrastructure [12]. This cooperation is understood as
the coordinated operation of intelligent transport systems (C-ITS
Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems), enabling road users
and traffic managers to exchange information and interoperability
of their activities. Cooperative vehicles will alert each other about
potentially dangerous situations (eg. sudden braking) - V2V (Vehicle
to Vehicle) and communicate with local road infrastructure to obtain
the optimal speed - V2I (Vehicle to Infrastructure). Communication
between vehicles and traffic control centers will also serve to detect
problems faster (eg. traffic congestion or glazed ice) and mitigate
their effects by providing road information to the participants in a
faster time. The European Commission estimates that cooperation
through digital communication will significantly improve road safety, its
efficiency and comfort by helping the driver make the right decisions
and adjust the speed of the vehicle to the conditions on the road (Fig. 1).
Digital technologies will be based on a data layer containing
static data - digital maps or traffic regulations, and dynamic data
- real-time traffic information [10]. They will be used in services
which will require so-called quick implementation (list of day 1) and
services implemented in the second phase, for which specifications
and standards may not be completed - is called the list of services
on day 1.5 (Table 1).

Fig. 1. Cooperative services C-ITS [19]

Particular service
Warning about vehicles moving at low
speed (posing danger) or standing vehicles
and moving in the front

1.1.
Notification
about a
dangerous
location

Warning about road works
Meteorological conditions
Emergency brake light
Approaching a privileged vehicle
Other dangers
On-board vehicle identification
Onboard vehicle speed limits
Signal violation / crossing safety

1.2.
Application of
the label

A request for marked vehicles
for the priority of traffic signaling
Information about the optimal speed on
green light
Data from the vehicle’s probes
Shock absorption

List of services implemented in the
second (day 1.5) phase

2. Implementation of regulations
and requirements for C-ITS
technology

Information about the petrol station
and charging alternative-powered vehicles
Protection of unprotected road users
Managing parking on the street
and information in this regard
Information about parking outside the
street
Information on park & ride systems
Navigation of vehicles connected to
and from the city
Traffic information and intelligent routing

Eight key factors are taken into account as being a priority in
the implementation of C-ITS:
I. Availability. The European Commission insists on such an
implementation of services that will be available from the outset
as far as possible, both on the infrastructure and vehicle side. The
following actions will be taken:
• Member States, local authorities, vehicle manufacturers, road
administrators and the ITS sector are required to implement
C-ITS services on day 1 list and ensure their full service,
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• The European Commission undertakes to support the Member
States and industry in the implementation of C-ITS (through
the Connecting Europe Facility, the European Structural
and Investment Funds, the European Fund for Strategic
Investments),
• the Commission will provide funding for research by Horizon
2020 and through the European Structural and Investment
Funds for services on day 1.5 phase and develop services to
increase automation,
• The European Commission will create the conditions for
updating the list of C-ITS services on 1.5 and future C-ITS
lists, which will be a continuation of the C-ITS platform.
II. Communication Safety. The transport sector, due to
development towards digitization, may be exposed to burglaries and
cyber attacks [9]. Security of C-ITS communication is important,
therefore it is associated with taking action at the European level:
• a common security and certification policy will be developed
in the context of ITS deployment, including a C-ITS trust
model based on a public key infrastructure,
• The European Commission will analyze the roles and tasks of
the European C-ITS trust model and whether management/
operational functions should be adopted.
III. Protection of privacy and personal data. It is important
due to the implementation of cooperating and automated vehicles.
Road users need to be aware of the fact that the data will not be used
in any other way and are able to check the manner and purpose
of using this data. In accordance with the Announcement, actions
will be implemented:
• C-ITS service providers should create a transparent users model
with clear and simple language and easily accessible forms,
allowing them to agree to the processing of personal data,
• guidelines for design and default data protection for C-ITS
will be developed.
IV. Technologies and frequency of communication. It is
important to make efforts to provide information to road users
without disruptions:
• strategy by road authorities, vehicle and radio equipment
manufacturers and service providers for hybrid communication,
to fully support the implementation of the C-ITS services list on
day 1,
• network load management by telecommunications operators
in the area of C-ITS services affecting road safety,
• The European Commission will maintain the spectrum
allocation used by ETSI-ITS-G5 for ITS services related to road
safety.
V. Interoperability. The services introduced must interact with
each other across borders and regardless to the type of transport, at
all levels: infrastructure, data, services, applications and networks
[3]. In this connection, C-ITS technical communication profiles
will be put in place to ensure interoperability for C-ITS services
on day 1:
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• The European Commission will use the already existing C-Roads
platform as a mechanism for coordinating the implementation
of C-ITS together with the European Union Member States,
• the C-ITS platform will develop research system based on
common communication profiles within 1 year of the project’s
launch.
VI. Conformity assessment. The implementation of C-ITS
services involves requirements regarding system requirements
throughout the European Union. Therefore, a framework will be
developed for the most important elements of the C-ITS network,
such as security, data protection and interoperability.
VII. Legal framework. Investments and the regulatory
framework by 2019 should be convergent across Europe. They will
be developed thanks to practical experience, using information
derived from C-ITS implementation initiatives and the C-ITS
platform, as well as the interaction between them [14].
VIII. International cooperation. Cooperation in the field
of automated vehicles will aim at popularizing international
standardization, protection of privacy of individuals and their
personal data as well as cyber security. In the scope of activities
aiming at the development of modern solutions in transport and
intelligent transport systems, Poland cooperates with the European
Commission to implement the provisions of Directive 2010/40/ EU,
in particular through participation in the work of the European ITS
Committee and work to develop and adopt specifications in relation
to ITS activities in the priority areas of Directive 2010/40/EU,
including: providing travel information services available across the
EU using various modes of transport and cooperating systems of
the so-called Cooperative ITS.

3. Future of FRAME architecture Frame NEXT project
Frame NEXT is a project that extends the currently functioning
European Framework Architecture ITS - FRAME with the effects of
European countries - Austria, Germany, France, Hungary, Belgium,
the Czech Republic, the Netherlands, Sweden, Great Britain, Norway
and Poland, aimed at ensuring the future implementation of sectoral
objectives of the instrument “Connecting Europe” (CEF) [18]. Polish
service provider within this project intends to focus on the area of
traffic management between agglomerations and popularization of
ITS solutions in general in country. The project assumes creation of
a common, pan-European ITS architecture, taking into account the
priorities and services having the greatest impact on the development
of intelligent transport in Europe. The Frame architecture will be
modified to reflect the results of previous projects, while maintaining
the requirements of the European Parliament and Council Directive
2010/40 of 7 July 2010, i.e. ITS Directive [1].
The main tasks of the Directive include, inter alia, a description
of priority areas, services and activities, using the European ITS
framework and maintaining it, including the development of
support tools and website using state-of-the-art technologies, user
support and training, dissemination of knowledge and promotion,
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as well as work on the possibilities of convergence with similar
projects in other parts of the world (USA, Australia, etc.).
Objectives of project focus on: development of high-level
architecture, covering the majority of existing ITS services, providing
ITS services review, both within ITS and other entities, providing a
technology-independent description of each application and service,
supporting multimodal transport and goods flow using various
modes of transport the area of interurban corridors and urban areas,
increase interoperability, i.e. ITS systems’ ability to exchange data and
cooperate with each other, strengthen cooperation between European
countries (Fig. 2) [8].
Works on the project will focus on services cooperating with
each other or acting on an individual basis, in relation to transporting
people or cargo:
• information on traffic and travel in real time,
• information on safety affecting road traffic,
• traffic management,
• information on parking lots or reservations for trucks,
• eCall,
• C-ITS.
This concept reflects the objectives set by the European Union
in the field of mobility, which seeks to create a Single European
Transport Area. The FREME NEXT follows the previous projects
S-FRAME, NET-FRAME and E-FRAME from 5-7PR. The wide
application of the European ITS Framework Architecture also
includes current and future implementation work at local/regional,
national and pan-European level [16].

• interoperability and continuity in the C-ITS area and automation,
• striving to increase road safety, security and energy efficiency
in the area of C-ITS,
• implementation of applications related to traffic information
and traffic management in the C-ITS area and their automation,
• development of digital road infrastructure.
This is why, in FRAME-NEXT project some corresponding
function in architecture are suggested due to new services which
appeared lately (Table 2).
Table 2. Overview of C-ITS services according to FRAME architecture
Area

2.1.8
eCall

V2V

V2I

Fig. 2. Action plan for ITS automation [20]
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Name of function

2. Provide Safety and Emergency Facilities

V2D

Intelligent transport systems are used in every branch of transport,
contributing to the optimization of their operation and enabling
mutual connection between them. These systems create a bridge
between road infrastructure and the increasingly intelligent vehicles
moving within it. They are the key to implementing the priorities of
European Union policy in the field of transport as well as in the area of
security (more precise information and support for users), protection
(identification), efficiency, unloading congestion and environmental
impact (eco-driving, green corridors, energy efficiency) [17]. The ITS
development program up to 2030 includes the following objectives:
• C-ITS implementation, especially in the field of communication
between vehicles and infrastructure,

No. service

V2E

Accept eCall input from outside the
Vehicle

5. Provide Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
5.11

Provide Driver Monitoring and eCall

5.11.7

Provide In-vehicle eCall Facilities

5.11.8

Record Data for Operations

5.12.10

Provide V2V Communications

5.13

Provide Vehicle Data and ISA

5.13.6

Determine Vehicle Position

5.13.7

Prepare Extended Floating Car Data

5.13.8

Provide Suggested Speeds and
Headways for ISA

5.11.10

Alert Driver to Status

5.11.11

Monitor Status of Driver

5.12.7

Communicate with In-vehicle Systems

5.16.1

Manage Communication from Vehicle
to Driver

5.14.1

Provide Driver Interface for Trip Planning

5.14.4

Implement Vehicle Trip Plan and Track
Vehicle

5.15.4

Provide Vehicle Trajectory Information
to Driver

5.13.10

Display Current Road Information to
Driver

5.16.2

Output Commands and Dynamic
Warnings

5.13.9

Determine Applicable Road Information

5.12.12

Collect Road Network Information

5.12.5

Provide Vehicle ID

5.12.6

Detect Illegal Use

5.16.3

Assess Dynamic Command & Warning
Indications

5.13.12

Monitor Vehicle Safety Behaviour

Among new ITS architecture services, reference is made to areas
introducing innovative telecommunications solutions and partial
transport autonomy. To this end, it is important that Member
States invest in a new road infrastructure while the industry tests
components and services [13]. Technical and organizational issues
will concern the C-Roads platform to ensure interoperability and
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harmonization of systems. C-ITS between pilot locations. By
the end of 2020, it is planned to implement C-ITS in the United
Kingdom, the Netherlands, Belgium, France, Austria, the Czech
Republic and Slovenia. Within the EU, C-ITS pilot sites will be
installed for the testing and subsequent operation of day 1 phase
services, as recommended by the EC platform C-ITS platform.

4. Conclusion
The automotive industry in 21st century is rapidly developing
its potential along with the dynamic technological advancement.
Transport is one of the directions toward which this business (as
well as technology in general) is heading the maximum automation.
In case of automotive industry, this obviously means the progressive
vehicle automation leading eventually to introducing fully selfdriving cars. A lot of effort is being made to make this still unrealistic
vision come true [15].
At present, the European Commission is working on regulations
regarding the launch of C-ITS day 1 and day 1.5 services in the V2I
range:
• road works warning;
• weather conditions;
• hazardous location notification;
• in-vehicle signage;
• in-vehicle speed limits;
• probe vehicle data;
• shockwave damping green light;
• optimal speed advisory;
• signal violation/intersection safety traffic signal.
The completion of work on regulation is planned for 2020.
C-ITS services will be implemented on highways, city nodes and
railroad crossings. Mobile networks ITS-G5 and 4G will be used to
provide C-ITS services, such as notification of dangerous locations
or road works or all road users warning systems installed in vehicles.
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ABSTRACT
The existing regulations impose the obligation to perform random cabin baggage security screening for the presence
of traces of explosives (explosive trace detection, ETD) at airports. As a result, a problem arises in relation to the
proper organization of security screening checkpoints and the provision of telematic devices used to facilitate
the process. The study considered three options a) a dedicated ETD checkpoint, b) ETD screening in all security
checkpoints, c) equipping all checkpoints with an explosive detection system (EDS). The purpose of the paper is
to propose a mathematical model and conduct a practical evaluation of options concerning security checkpoint
modernization in terms of the following criteria: capacity, cost, and efficiency of detecting prohibited substances.
An independent evaluation was conducted on the basis of the criteria, considering the analysis of the actual inflow
of baggage in individual security checkpoints and the annual costs of equipment and staff, while the efficiency of
screening was subjectively evaluated by experts. The proposed mathematical model and the established calculation
tool were used to evaluate the options of security checkpoint organization at Katowice Airport. As a result of the
conducted analysis, option c) was recommended. This solution showed the best results in terms of capacity and
efficiency and generated medium costs.

KEYWORDS: airport management, security screening, air transport safety and security, explosive
detection system, explosive trace detection

1. Introduction
Airport operators are obliged to ensure the necessary terminal
infrastructure and proper work organization of all airport services
in order to enable a timely start of all airport operations. This is
becoming more and more difficult in the era of the constant surge
in air traffic. It is therefore imperative that airport operators and
individual services are aided by different telematic systems.
One of the preparatory stages in air transport, where the use
of telematic solutions is especially important, is the mandatory
screening of passengers and baggage. Its purpose is to detect and
eliminate objects which may be used to commit broadly defined
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acts of unlawful interference [4]. The procedure is performed by
screeners certified by the Civil Aviation Authority. Their activities
are conducted with the use of methods specified in legal acts on
civil aviation security [2].
The subject of this paper is cabin baggage security screening
[6]. Regulations impose the obligation to perform random cabin
baggage security screening for the presence of traces of explosives
(explosive trace detection, ETD). These activities concern a small
number of passengers but are relatively lengthy and, in addition,
ETD equipment is rather expensive. As a result, a problem arises in
relation to the proper organization of security screening checkpoints
and the provision of telematic devices used to facilitate the process
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on site, which will lead to achieving the required efficiency and
maintaining the appropriate capacity of the passenger service
system.
The problem is vital, considering that usually the dynamics of
increasing air traffic necessitate quick responses. For example, in
2017 Polish airports observed an increase of 18% in the number of
checked-in passengers as compared to 2016 [1]. Still, all investments
are scheduled considering airport development plans which are
ongoing or forecast for the next several years. Although unexpected
for the airport operator, the need to adjust the current hardware and
terminal infrastructure to current needs makes it necessary to apply
ad hoc measures, such as opening additional security screening
checkpoints or providing them with modern screening technology.

2. Cabin baggage security
screening
2.1 Types and scope of screening
Security screening is performed both in the case of persons and
baggage carried by passengers [3]. Considerable attention is given
to cabin baggage screening, as it may be used to hide prohibited
items and substances. The procedure is extremely significant, because
passengers have direct access to their cabin baggage on board a
plane.
Several different methods of cabin baggage screening have
been devised, each characterized by different operating rules and
distribution of tasks between humans and automatic support
systems. The methods evolve in time, along with legal requirements
on their application and technology of the employed equipment.
The most popular screening methods include:
• hand search – direct search of baggage contents;
• explosive detection dogs;
• X-ray equipment, which enables scanning baggage contents
remotely – the image is transmitted to the screener’s station
for examination;
• explosive detection systems (EDS), which usually automatically
recognizes the image of baggage contents and assigns baggage
to a security class;
• explosive trace detection (ETD) equipment, which conducts a
chemical analysis of samples to detect particles characteristic
for explosives.
Not all the above methods are used at the same time. Cabin
baggage screening usually involves X-ray equipment and a hand
search. Additionally, since 2015, randomly selected items of baggage
are screened using ETD equipment [2].

2.2 Telematic security screening support
Airport security screening system is a complex anthropotechnical
system aimed at preventing acts of unlawful interference at airports and
during flight. This objective may be achieved upon the implementation
of numerous tasks, such as access control, baggage contents analysis,
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and control of persons entering or leaving the security restricted area.
The key tasks are carried out by screeners, who are usually under time
pressure, as they strive to maintain timeliness of airport operations
despite a large number or passengers who require service.
Apart from screeners’ knowledge and skills, the process relies
on telematic screening support systems. The systems include a large
range of equipment interconnected by secure transmission networks
and using advanced IT solutions. Usually, the systems provide support
for screeners in the following aspects:
• access control within the security restricted area where security
screening of persons and baggage takes place; boarding pass
scanners with integrated databases are used to verify a person’s
authorization to remain in the restricted area,
• verification of cabin and hold baggage; scanners on different
levels of technological development are used to enable
viewing baggage contents on the screener’s display,
• automatic recognition of objects prohibited in passenger
baggage; the main feature of such systems is their smart software
sourcing data from a baggage image received from a scanner,
• detecting prohibited items on passengers; WTMD (walkthrough metal detecting) equipment and scanners which use
non-ionizing radiation and can detect metallic and non-metallic
objects are used,
• verifying authorisations of airport staff; ID card scanners and
databases are used to verify an employee’s authorization to
remain in an area and perform operations,
• providing training; advanced simulators enable screeners to
raise their qualifications in conditions as like the reality as
possible.

2.3 Research problem
As indicated above, there is a need to adjust the existing
airport infrastructure to legal requirements which impose security
screening of cabin baggage and passengers using ETD equipment.
Because of the extended screening time resulting from its use as well
as the cost of the devices, an analysis of consequences following the
implementation of infrastructural solutions is required, especially
as regards the capacity of the entire cabin baggage screening system
and the costs and efficiency of screening.
Laws on screening performed with the use of ETD equipment
define the percentage of passengers who must undergo such a
procedure. Alternatively, they allow the use of EDS equipment,
consisting of an X-ray scanner and dedicated software which
enables remote detection of hazardous substances. The software
uses advanced image recognition algorithms and automates the
process, thus to a large extent eliminating the human factor.
The research problem investigated in this paper is the evaluation
of the available options of infrastructure organization as regards
cabin baggage screening checkpoints. The following options should
be taken into consideration:
1. Defining a dedicated security screening checkpoint to which
passengers carrying cabin baggage subject to ETD screening are
directed. This requires pre-selecting passengers for additional
security screening of cabin baggage by a drawing system. At such
a security screening checkpoint, all passenger baggage pieces
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undergo an additional security screening procedure for the
presence of traces of explosives.
2. Screening using ETD equipment is performed in all security
screening lines. The configuration involves independent selection
for additional screening in each security screening checkpoint.
This solution requires an appropriate number of ETD devices and
personnel to ensure the performance of the above activities.
3. Cabin baggage security screening checkpoints are equipped with
an X-ray scanner and an automatic remote image recognition
explosive detection system (EDS). They are used interchangeably
with ETD equipment, depending on the compliance with the
so-called C2 standard, specified in classified regulations on
civil aviation. They enable the detection of explosives hidden,
for example, inside widely accessible electronic devices, such as
laptops or cameras. This function is considered crucial because
such electronic devices may be transported in cabin baggage,
while detecting an explosive device hidden in such complex
systems is extremely difficult.

3. Security screening checkpoint
evaluation method
A security screening checkpoint should be evaluated in terms of
at least three criteria – capacity, cost and screening efficiency. At this
stage of research, we will present a detailed capacity analysis, with
the remaining two criteria specified as estimates only. Additionally,
each of the criteria will be analyzed separately. A joint, multicriteria analysis involving a more accurate specification of costs and
efficiency is planned at a future stage. We will consider three work
organization and screening checkpoint equipment options defined
in section 2.3. We assume that traffic is so intense that passengers are
constantly approaching the security screening checkpoint. Under
such conditions, a capacity analysis will comprise the following
stages:
• empirically defining the time of performing individual screening
procedures (standard, using ETD and using EDS) and the
number of baggage pieces to be screened,
• specifying the number of baggage pieces screened using
different methods,
• calculating the expected time of a screening procedure at a
screening checkpoint,
• determining the average capacity of a screening checkpoint.
The cost evaluation of the proposed solutions will be conducted
by estimating the expenditures necessary to provide the required
equipment and screeners to all security screening checkpoints. The cost
will be expressed as an annual amount, assuming that the equipment
is in operation for five years on average. The presented calculations
concern only the comparable part of costs, excluding, for example, the
cost of training, electricity consumption or routine maintenance.
The efficiency analysis will be based on an expert knowledge.
A study involving experts – employees who perform security
screening of persons and baggage or supervise this area of airport
operation – was conducted for this purpose. The employees were
asked to evaluate the efficiency of the implemented solutions
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by subjectively determining the usefulness of a given option in
ensuring security as regards the detection of explosives hidden in
baggage. The assumption is that the ETD and EDS equipment is
100% effective.
The proposed model and a calculation tool will be used to evaluate
the organization of security screening checkpoints in Katowice
Airport. We will examine the frequency of selection for screening
using ETD in each solution. This value is classified. For this reason,
four different percentages of baggage selection were assumed.

3.1 Option 1 – a dedicated ETD screening
checkpoint
The first option concerns situations with a screening checkpoint
dedicated to screening passengers and baggage selected for ETD
screening. Under this option, the selection of baggage for ETD
screening must be performed in a place where the stream of passengers
is divided into separate checkpoints.
The following symbols are used:
τd – the average time of security screening using ETD equipment,
τg – the average time of standard security screening using an X-ray
scanner,
n – the number of open security checkpoints,
λ – the average number of passengers to be screened within
an hour,
w – the average number of baggage pieces per passenger,
η – the percentage of baggage screened using ETD,
The maximum number of baggage pieces to be handled at the
dedicated ETD screening checkpoint is expressed as
cd ĲdĲg )-1·3600
(1)
The actual inflow of baggage to a designated checkpoint equals
bd ȜÂZÂȘ
(2)
Similarly, the maximum number of baggage pieces to be
handled at each of the remaining screening checkpoints operating
in the standard mode is
cg Ĳg-1·3600
(3)
while the actual average inflow of baggage at these checkpoints
equals
O u w u 1-K
bg
(4)
n -1
The capacity analysis of this option consists in testing the
following conditions
bdFd
(5)
bgFg
(6)
As regards the cost, the following symbols are used:
pg – the estimated price of an X-ray scanner,
pd – the estimated price of an ETD device,
ps – the estimated price of a C2 compliant EDS device,
pw – hourly cost of a screener,
lg – the number of screeners employed at standard screening
checkpoints equipped with X-ray scanners,
ld – the number of screeners employed at ETD screening
checkpoints,
ls – the number of screeners employed at screening checkpoints
equipped with an EDS device.
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Option 1 requires only one ETD device and traditional X-ray
scanners. Assuming that the airport is open for 16 hours a day, the
estimated annual cost of this option is
PW1=1/5 (n·pg+pd )+(n·lg+ld )·16·365·pw
(7)
The evaluation of explosive detection efficiency is conducted by
experts, is subjective in nature and concerns conditions observed at
an airport. Therefore we do not present general formulas for Option
1, but instead describe evaluation results for Katowice Airport in
section 4.2.

3.2 Option 2 – ETD screening in each line
Under Option 2, all screening checkpoints are equipped with
ETD devices. In this case, all checkpoints are functionally the same
and perform both screening procedures. We will call them versatile
screening checkpoints. The selection of passengers and cabin
baggage for ETD screening may be carried out when a passenger is
passing through WTMD equipment.
The capacity of a versatile screening checkpoint is
cv >ȘÂ ĲdĲg  Ș ÂĲg]-1·3600
(8)
The actual inflow of passengers at a single screening checkpoint
in Option 2 equals
O w
(9)
bv

• the average automatic screening time of baggage marked as safe,
• the average screening time of baggage for which EDS triggered
an alert and identified areas to be checked,
• the percentage of baggage selected by EDS for additional checking
by the screener, where the standard screening procedure was
insufficient, and samples must be taken for an ETD analysis.
The capacity of an automatic screening checkpoint is
ca >ׇÂĲ0  ׇÂ ĲaȖÂĲe )]-1·3600
(12)
The actual inflow of passengers at a single automatic screening
checkpoint in Option 3 equals
O w
(13)
b
a

n

therefore, the capacity evaluation will be based on testing the
following condition
baFa
(14)
As regards the cost criterion, Option 3 requires as many EDS
scanners as there are screening checkpoints, i.e. , and one ETD device,
so screeners have to be employed at each screening checkpoint, while
employees are necessary to operate ETD equipment. Therefore, the
estimated annual cost of this option is
PW3=1/5(n·ps+pd )+(n·ls+ld )·16·365·pw
(15)
The results of expert efficiency evaluation under this option
are presented in section 4.4.

n

Similarly to the previous case, the capacity condition is expressed as
bvFv
(10)
As regards the cost, Option 2 requires ETD devices and
traditional scanners, and employees at each screening checkpoint.
Therefore, the estimated annual cost of this option is
PW2=1/5n(pg+pd)+n(lg+ld)·16·365·pw
(11)
The results of the expert efficiency evaluation under this option
are presented in section 4.3.

3.3 Option 3 – automatic ETD screening
Option 3 features X-ray scanners equipped with EDS software
which enables automatic, smart detection of explosives in baggage.
This solution provides fully remote screening and limits screeners’
activity to responding to alerts generated by the system upon the
detection of a suspicious substance. We will refer to such checkpoints
as automatic screening checkpoints.
When EDS classifies baggage as free from explosives, the screening
time is quite short and is limited to the time of the baggage passing
through the scanner. However, if an alarm indicating a possible
presence of explosives is generated, the system identified areas which
require the screener’s special attention in the baggage image. In such a
case, the empirically measured average screening time is longer – the
screener analyses the image thoroughly and sometimes performs a
hand search.
Usually, the above actions allow the screener to eliminate any
doubts as to baggage safety. Still, there is a percentage of situations
where a sample must be taken and analyzed using ETD equipment.
The following symbols are employed, in addition to those used
in previous sections:
• the percentage of baggage marked as safe by EDS,
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4. Application of the method at
Katowice Airport
4.1 Empirical establishment of system
operation parameters
Measurement campaigns were performed in June and July 2018
at security checkpoints at Katowice Airport. The measured values
included the time necessary for a screener to screen baggage in the
standard mode and with additional ETD screening. The study was
conducted under actual operating conditions, during screening
performed by screeners at full traffic rate.
The measurement campaign results indicated that one
passenger carries more than two pieces of baggage on average, and
more specifically uses 2.4 containers with cabin baggage and small
items worn on the body or carried in pockets, such as keys, watches,
belts. The average screening time of one container in the standard
mode, excluding additional ETD screening activities, is 15 seconds.
The average screening time of cabin baggage when additional ETD
equipment is used is also about 15 seconds. In the case of EDS
screening used in Option 3, about 75% of baggage is classified by the
system as safe (free from explosives). In such cases, the screening
time is very short and equals about 6 seconds. Nonetheless, 25% of
baggage triggers an EDS alert indicating the need for an additional
check. In such cases, the screener deactivates the alert by analyzing
the image or performing a hand search. This phase takes about 40
seconds on average.
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4.2 Option 1
The calculation formulas described in section 3.1 were used
to evaluate Option 1 of the solution to the issue of introducing
random screening of cabin baggage for the presence of explosives.
Calculations were based upon the following input:
• the average time of security screening using ETD equipment
τd=15,
• the average time of standard security screening τg=15,
• the number of open security checkpoints n=6 (Terminal A,
Katowice Airport),
• the average number of passengers to be screened within an
hour λ=500,
As there is no possibility to publish the percentage of baggage
screened using ETD equipment, our calculations included
parameter η=5%,10%,15%,20%. The results are listed in Table 1.
Under this screening option, assuming the passenger inflow of
λ=500 persons per hour, a dedicated ETD checkpoint is a bottleneck.
The limit frequency of selecting baggage for ETD screening at which
the option can continue to function is 10%. The standard security
checkpoints maintain spare capacity both below as well as above this
value.
Table 1. The capacity of the screening system under Option 1 [own work]
η=5%

η=10%

η=15%

ETD checkpoint capacity cd

120

Standard checkpoint capacity cg

240

η=20%

Actual inflow at the ETD
checkpoint bd

60

120

180

240

Actual inflow at the standard
checkpoint bg

228

216

204

192

Fig. 1 shows the correlation between the number of passengers
served by both types of checkpoints and the frequency of selection
for ETD screening in more detail.

A 20% increase in traffic means that 600 passengers must be
served in an hour. It may, therefore, be seen (Fig. 2a) that providing
service to such a number of passengers is impossible with six
security checkpoints. Owing to the capacity of the ETD security
checkpoint, condition (5) defines the maximum frequency of
screening of about 8.5%. On the other hand, due to the capacity
of the standard security checkpoints, condition (6) defines the
minimum frequency of screening at the level of about 17%. As can
be observed, there is no possibility to handle the planned traffic at
any ETD screening frequency.

Fig. 2. The dependence of the number of bags handled by security
checkpoints and the frequency of ETD screening during a
20% increase in traffic, a) 6 checkpoints, b) 7 checkpoints
[own work]

Opening an additional security checkpoint solves the problem.
As proved by the results illustrated in Fig. 2b, the screening
system satisfied both capacity conditions (5) and (6) for screening
frequency below 9%. Another issue is whether 9% is a sufficient
frequency and whether another checkpoint can be opened, taking
spatial conditions into consideration.
Using formula (7) and taking into account the current equipment
prices and the hourly cost of a screener at Katowice Airport, we can
estimate that the annual cost of Option 1 is about EUR 450,000.
The cost of equipment makes up about EUR 90,000 of this amount,
while the cost of screeners – about EUR 360,00.
The results of the expert evaluation regarding the efficiency
of detecting explosives under Option 1 are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. The efficiency of the screening system under Option 1
[own work]
Subjectively defined
usefulness of the
option in ensuring
safety [0,1]

Fig. 1. The dependence of the number of bags handled at a security
checkpoint and the frequency of ETD screening [own work]

At the same time, Fig. 2 illustrates the same correlation, taking
into account a 20% increase in passenger inflow, corresponding to
the approximate increase observed between 2016 and 2017. Fig.
2a presents the results for six security checkpoints, while Fig. 2b
– for seven.
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η=5%

η=10%

η=15%

η=20%

0.45

0.55

0.65

0.75

The evaluation of the solution under Option 1 is not very
favorable and depends on the percentage of baggage undergoing
ETD screening. When expressed as a numerical value, it is obviously
higher than the said percentage, as all bags are normally analyzed by
trained screeners, also for the presence of explosives. However, the
vast majority of baggage undergoes only standard screening, without
any verification related to the detection of traces of explosives with
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the use of ETD equipment. This is the reason for the relatively low
evaluation results. Such a method does not guarantee that explosives
hidden, for example, in electronic devices will be detected. We
should assume that a person attempting to commit a terrorist act
knows how to use such weak points. Moreover, the option is to a
large extend based on a human factor which determines the level
of efficiency of the performed procedure. The factor was taken into
account during the evaluation of screener efficiency in [5] and [7].

4.3 Option 2
The calculation formulas described in section 3.2 were used
to evaluate Option 2 of the solution to the issue of introducing
random screening of cabin baggage for the presence of explosives.
The calculations were based on the same input as under Option 1.
Similarly, our calculations included parameter η=5%,10%,15%,20%.
The results are listed in Table 3.
Table 3. The capacity of the screening system under Option 2
[own work]
Versatile checkpoint capacity cv

η=5%

η=10%

η=15%

η=20%

229

218

209

200

Actual inflow at the versatile
checkpoint bv

200

Actual inflow at the versatile
checkpoint bv
with traffic increased by 20%

240

As is clearly visible, it is much easier to conduct screening with
passenger inflow reaching λ=500 persons per hour under Option 2.
For any given frequency n of selection for ETD screening, capacity
of the checkpoint is higher than passenger inflow. Unfortunately,
as demonstrated in Option 1, when traffic increases by 20%,
there is no possibility to serve all passengers, because regardless
of parameter n the capacity of the checkpoint is smaller than the
influx of passengers. Once again, the problem may be solved by
opening an additional checkpoint.
Using formula (11) and taking into account the current equipment
prices and the hourly cost of a screener at Katowice Airport we can
estimate that the annual cost of Option 2 is about EUR 740,000. The
cost of equipment makes up about EUR 130,000 of this amount, while
the cost of screeners – about EUR 610,00.
The results of the expert evaluation regarding the efficiency of
detecting explosives under Option 2 are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. The efficiency of the screening system under Option 2
[own work]
Subjectively defined
usefulness of the
option in ensuring
safety [0,1]

η=5%

η=10%

η=15%

η=20%

0.65

0.75

0.85

0.95

It appears that Option 2 was evaluated as more efficient that
Option 1. Even though the number of bags selected for additional
ETD screening is actually the same, the very fact that baggage is
selected for screening at all checkpoints and that the procedure is
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conducted by different screeners gives rise to a higher feeling of
security and efficiency of performed activities. This is due to a higher
unpredictability rate of random selection for additional screening.

4.4 Option 3
The calculation formulas described in section 3.3 were used
to evaluate Option 3. In this case, there is no need to randomly
select baggage for additional ETD screening. All scanned pieces of
baggage are automatically analyzed for the presence of explosives.
All parameters concerning time and number of passengers
approaching checkpoints per hour are the same as under Option
1. However, the study also revealed the following data:
• the percentage of baggage marked as safe by EDS ϑ=0.75,
• the average automatic screening time of baggage marked as
safe τ0=6,
• the average screening time of baggage for which EDS
triggered an alert τa=40,
• the percentage of baggage requiring ETD screening γ=0.033.
In light of our previous papers [8], one might notice that in the
case of a C2 compliant EDS system installed in a cabin baggage
security checkpoint the percentage of automatically accepted baggage
is about 50% higher than in the case of an older generation of the
system, installed in the hold baggage checkpoint.
Under Option 3, the capacity of each checkpoint equipped
with a C2 compliant EDS device is 246 pieces of baggage per hour
(formula 12). As can be easily observed, such capacity is sufficient
for the current inflow of passengers (200 pieces of baggage per
hour) as well as for traffic increased by 20% (240 pieces of baggage
per hour).
Using formula (15) and taking into account the current equipment
prices and the hourly cost of a screener at Katowice Airport, we can
estimate that the annual cost of Option 3 is about EUR 550,000. The
cost of equipment makes up about EUR 190,000 of this amount, while
the cost of screeners – about EUR 360,00.
The implementation of explosive detection automation has a
beneficial impact on the evaluation of the effectiveness of the cabin
baggage screening system. The respondents valued the usefulness of
Option 3 in ensuring security in the context of detecting explosives
in passenger baggage, giving it the highest mark – 1. This is most
definitely due to the fact that 100% of scanned baggage is analyzed
for the presence of explosives. Another important issue is that
experts show trust towards the implemented automatic solutions
incorporating modern technologies.

5. Conclusion
The article analyzed three organization options of an airport
baggage screening system. The analysis encompassed the provision
of telematic systems which allow remote screening of baggage
contents, automatic image recognition of objects inside a bag and
analysis of chemical composition of samples at security checkpoints.
Summarized results are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Summarised analysis results [own work]
η

Option 1

Capacity
[bags/h]

Cost [euro]

5%

0.45

10%

0.55

15%

1320

450.000

20%

Option 2

Option 3

Efficiency
[0,1]

0.65
0.75

5%

1374

0.65

10%

1308

0.75

15%

1254

20%

1200

100%

1476

740.000

0.85
0.95

550.000

1.0

The presented analyses prove that at the current rate of
passenger inflow of persons per hour, i.e. 1200 pieces of baggage
per hour, all options employing additional random ETD screening
have the sufficient capacity, regardless of the adopted frequency
of such additional screening. Still, assuming a hypothetical 20%
increase in traffic, only Option 3 provides the necessary means
to meet the demand on service. The remaining options require
opening an additional security checkpoint. It is worth noting that
a 20% increase is not an over-optimistic research scenario, as such
an increase was observed between 2016 and 2017.
Option 1 is the most cost-effective. Nonetheless, the cost of
Option 3 is only approximately 20% higher, and the cost of human
labor is comparable in both cases. This issue is vital as regards the
conditions on the job market. Option 2 appears unacceptable due to
this criterion, especially since additional costs are generated mainly
due to the work of screeners.
The evaluation of the efficiency of individual solutions is
entirely subjective but was nonetheless provided by persons directly
involved in the analyzed issues in their work. It does, therefore, have
a certain practical value. The evaluation proved that the favored
solution was Option 3, which won the respondents’ full trust.
Summing up the results, we recommend Option 3 as the
solution that best meets the capacity and efficiency criteria and is
second best as regards costs, with only a small gap separating the
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second and first option in this criterion. One should also note that
the recommended solution employs the highest level of automation
and the most technologically advanced telematic solution among all
the analyzed cases.
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